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Harvick Wins In Wild Finish
At Dayton 500 Sunday
— See Sports

-<

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) - Republican Gov. Ernie Fletcher is
viewed unfavorably by nearly half of all voters as he seeks re-election while at the same time his job-approval rating is on the rise,
according to a new poll.
Conducted Feb. 8-14 by The Courier-Journal, the Bluegrass Poll
questioned 801 adult Kentuckians about the job Fletcher is doing
and 723 registered voters about how they view the
candidates. The poll has a margin of error of plus or
minus 3.5 percentage points for the full sample and
3.6 points for the sub sample of registered voters.
On the Republican side, Fletcher enjqys almost
universal name recognitiqp, reaching 93 percent
among respondents. Challenger and former U.S.
Rep. Anne Northup of Louisville is closest to
Fletcher in name recognition, with 64 percent of
voters saying they have heard of her. Meanwhile,
the third candidate in the Republican race, Paducah
businessman Billy Harper, was last among the GOP
Fletcher
candidates in name recognition, even after spending more than $2.5 million over the last year. Fortynine percent of all voters said they had read or heard something
about him. Of those voters, 29 percent said they had favorable
impressions of him; 23 percent said they view him unfavorably.
Fletcher's job-approval rating has bounced back 9 percentage
points since a September 2005 poll, when he bottomed out at 38 percent.
The latest poll found that 47 percent of those surveyed approve
of the job he is doing.
But 49 percent of registered voters who recognized his name
have an unfavorable opinion of him. Thirty percent said they view
him favorably.
In the Democratic primary field, former It. Goys. Steve Henry
and Steve Beshear lead in name recognition. But large numbers of
voters say they don't know much about the seven candidates.
Mark Riddle, a Democratic political consultant who is not working for any candidate in the race, said Fletcher's numbers show that
he is vulnerable in the Republican primary but that he can still win.
He said that while Democrat Henry appears to have a slight edge,
there is no clear front-runner.
"This is a wide-open race... It seems to me every one of these
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WHAT AM I BID?: Auctioneer Jimmy Tate of Campbell Realty & Auction does his best to get
an audience of about 150 or so patrons at United Way's Fourth Annual Chair Auction to up their
bids at the Murray Country Club dining room Saturday night. Assisting Tate were Janel McGill,
right, and Jacqueline Jordan as the trio try to get a higher bid on a chair submitted for auction
by Enterprise Rent-A-Car. United Way Director Peg Billington said this morning that the auction raised approximately $10,000 to $11,000.

Lunsford says
second race will
differ from first

By BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)- Bruce Lunsford, an avid thoroughbred
owner and breeder, uses a horse racing analogy to describe his first
run for governor — which pulled up short of the finish line.
The maverick businessman — founder of a company that operated nursing homes — spent $8 million of his own money in the bruising 2003 Democratic primary, only to abruptly drop out days before
the election.
"I had my maiden race," Lunsford said in a
recent interview. "I got banged around out of the
gate and shuffled down the backside and couldn't
get there. But this time I'm going to have a cleaner
trip."
Lunsford is back — casting an imposing shadow
in this year's crowded Democratic gubernatorial
primary because of his personal wealth. Lunsford
has said he would spend whatever it takes to
reclaim the governorship for Democrats and anted
Lunsford
up $2 million as seed money for his campaign.
His running mate is Attorney General Greg
Stumbo, a former state lawmaker from eastern Kentucky who spent
years as the House majority leader. As attorney general, he led the
high-profile investigation into the hiring practices of Republican
Gov. Ernie Fletcher's administration — which ended in a settlement
with the governor.
Lunsford said he'll be more comfortable in his second bid for the
governorship.
"I understand the good and the bad and the ugly." he said. "I'm
older. I'm wiser. I'm thicker skinned."
Still when he psks Kentucky Democrats for their support, he'll
have plenty of explaining to do — why he aban'.ned the 2003 campaign, then crossed over to endorse Fletcher th t fa/1. Fletcher later
tapped Lunsford to head a commission assi d to study the efficiency and organization of state gov
Lunsford has six rivals in the May 2 p mary: former lieutenant
governors Steve Henry and Steve Beshear; House Speaker Jody
Richards; State Treasurer Jonathan Miller; Lexington attorney
Gatewood Galbraith and eastern Kentucky demolition contractor

By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
Hospital employees have
been known to save lives, but
such a gesture is beyond out
County.
Murray-Calloway
employee's
job
Hospital
description.
Tammy
Litchfield
haS
worked for MCCH for more
than a dozen years, with all of
that service in
the radiology
department as a
file clerk after
initially being
hired in 1994 in
the hospital's
housekeeping
department.
But recently
Litchfield
Litchfield
helped Tabitha
Warren, the 10-year-old daughter of co-workers, when she
choking on a piece of candy.
-1 just saw she was choking
and acted,- Litchfield said.
But her supervisor, radiologist Dr. John Rebuck, saw that
action as more than typical.
"It's not everyday this happens. We work in a hospital, but
a file clerk did something about
this," Rebuck said. "She could
have called a doctor,but she didn't. She acted."
Litchfield started with the
Heimlich Maneuver, but realized that wasn't going to dislodge the piece of candy. "After
two blows. I knew it was hurting
her, so I swept, and I pulled the
candy out," she said.
Warren was waiting with her
sister and foster sister in the
radiology department, in which
both her parents Thomas and
Diana Warren work, when she
started choking. She later told
her dad, a nuclear medicine

ERIC WALKER/Ledger & Times

JAN WILSON MEMORIAL FOUNTAIN: Husband of the late Jan Wilson, Dr. William Wilson right. and their sons Richard and
Brad, unveiled the Janith Louise Jones Wilson Memorial Fountain in Waterfield Library on the campus of Murray State
University Sunday. The water fountain artwork was by Nayer Kazemi. Wilson, who passed away Feb 25. 2006, was praised
during the ceremony for her work with First United Methodist Church, the Murray Civic Music Association. Sigma Sigma Sigma
sorority, and Murray State University. especially renovation work for Waterfield Library A special concert was held following the
library ceremony.
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Murray EA

Town Crier
NOTICE
meeting of the
Murray-Calloway
County
Parks & Recreation Board of
Directors is scheduled for 6
tonight in the conference
room at the Murray Calloway
County
Chamber
of
Commerce building On the
agenda is a presentation of
gratitude to former board
members for their services.
an audit report by Bobby
Martin. and a director's
report from Matthew Martin
• The Murray Planning
Commission will meet at 5
p.m Tuesday at city hall
The
agenda
includes
reviews of subdivision plats
for
Riverbeld
Estates.
Murray Housing Authority,
Falwell Estates Unit III and
an
Subdivision,
Grove
annexation request from
Casey and Brenda Hines at
1641 Wiswell Road West.
and a discussion of possible
text amendment pertaining
to transient businesses
III Calloway County Fiscal
Court is scheduled to meet
at 5 30 p m on Tuesday at
Weaks Community Center
On the agenda for the meeting is a petition to close part
of Hopkins Short Road,
approval of ending financial
statements and tax settlements for the Calloway
County Sheriff's Department
under former Sheriff Larry
Roberts. a resolution accepting roadways into the county
maintenance system. board
appointments
and
an
address
from
Calloway
County Humane Society
Director Tom Rottinghaus
II The Murray Board of
Zoning Adiustments will
meet
at
4 30
p m
Wednesday at city. hall The
agenda includes public hearings for conditional use permit applications to allow.
Stuart and Gloria Shull to
reside on the premises of
their business at 124 N 15th
St and to allow four non related people to live in a
single-family zone at 1402
N Fourth St . a request for
an additional wall sign at
Mason's Commons at 1608
Ky 121 North. and a dimensional variance for front set•
backs for some lots in
Rivertield Estates on Doran
Road South
II To report a Town Crier
!tern, call 753-1916_

PolIceSherifffirelags

No injuries in Sunday house fire

• A

Staff Report
NEV. CONCORD, Ky --- A house on Speaker
Frail was heavily damaged during a fire Sunday
atter-moon.
Calloway County Fire-Rescue Chief Greg
Cherry said homeowner Bob Dunn, his wife and
his mother-in-law were at home when the fire
started in the roof. They all made it out of the
home safely
CCFR responded with 29 firefighters and nine

Murray Police Department
was reported in
• Criminal mischief to Lanes Mobile John units
Saratoga Springs subdivision at 7:32 a.m. Thursday.
one-fourth mile off Ky. 121 South. The blaze
was reported at Pocket's at the corner of 12th
flared back up at 4:10 p.m. and was again extin- • A gas drive-oft
•
streets at 3:54 p.m. Thursday.
Chestnut
and
guished.
at
3:26
Tin
Friday.
Holland
p.m.
at
reported
was
crash
injury
•An
North at 3:49::
Cherry said the exact cause of the fire remains •A gas drive-off was reported at T Mart on .S641U
unknown, but the roof burned off the house, causp.m. Friday.
:
ing extensive water and smoke damage through- • Jordan Thompson, 18, of Benton, was arrested for carrying a.
out. Some contents of the house were saved.
concealed deadly weapon (brass knuckles), possession of man-:
paraphernalia at 398 Charley
The Calloway County chapter of the American juana and possession of drug
Miller Road at 4:54 p.m. Friday.
Red Cross and the Calloway County Sheriff's
•An injury crash involving a semi-truck and another vehicle was
Department also responded to the blaze.
reported at 2:52 a.m. Saturday at Cain's on U.S. 641 North.
•A theft from a vehicle at 918 N. 16th St. Apt. 3 was reported at
3:25 p.m. Sunday.
• A theft from a vehicle parked at Nick's Family Sports Pub was
reported at 4:14 p.m. Sunday.
• A trash can was reported stolen from 1618-A Campbell St. at
7:01 p.m. Sunday.
Calloway County Sheriff's Department
• An air conditioning unit was reported stolen at 11:48 a.m.
Thursday from a Ky. 94 East location. A theft case was opened.
•An automobile theft was reported at 1232 p.m. at Gilbert Street
in Hazel. A case was opened.
• An injury crash was reported at 9:13 a.m. Friday on Coles
Campground Road. EMS, Calloway County Fire-Rescue and
Murray Fire Department also were notified.
•An injury crash was reported at 5:40 a.m. Saturday. Three subjects were in a ditch along Potterlown Road. The collision possi-,
bly involved two cars. Kentucky State Police worked the collision,
which turned out not to involve injuries.
•A vehicle was flipped over at Ky. 121 South and Ky. 444 at 2:56
p.m. Saturday.
Calloway County Fire-Rescue
• A barn on State Line Road West was on fire at 12:38 p.m.
Thursday.
— Information is obtained from reports, logs
and citations from various agencies.
trucks at 11:38 a.m. Sunday to the house about

AP
A flambeau carrier walks the route as the Krewe of Bacchus as they roll their Mardi Gras
parade through the Uptown area of New Orleans Sunday. The flambeau carriers were originally used to light the floats in the evening parades.

•Poll: Nearly ...

Stars of Saints, 'Sopranos' add to
festivities before Mardi Gras
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Drew Brees. whose passage on
separate, elaborate floats elicited
cheers and chants of "To-ny!"
and Dreeee w w w!
"I'm a Saints fan and a
'Sopranos' fan," Allen Guthrie,
.16. said after the float carrying
Brees passed. -So it's a doubledouble this year with Bacchus."
Gandolfini was a hit even
before the parade began, mugging tor pictures and signing
autographs for fans gathered
outside a bar.
Wearing a black derby hat, a
white tunic over white tights and
black knee-high boots, he threw
doubloons -- commemorative
i.onis bearing his picture — to
giddy spectators by the fistful.
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/%

4591124415
am-5 pm

Ditnitri's Chicken
halm breast wibilessa, mashrosseas, difere-it honev muvtard dressing.

awallan Chicken

The parade was one of several to roll through New Orleans
on Sunday. and more were
planned in the lead up to Fat
Tuesday. Among those set for
today: the Krewe of Orpheus,
whose founders include singer
and hometown boy Harry
Connick Jr.
Each float Sunday prompted
parade-goers, young and old. to
wave their arms in the longstanding Carnival tradition and
yell, "Heeeeey!" in an effort to
get a riders' attention — and his
or her beads.
Local officials see Mardi
Gras as key to helping improve
New Orleans' image following
Hurricane Katrina and boost
tounsm in a city that relies heavily on the tourist trade. The signs
of the 2005 storm are still obvious in parts of the city but largely unnoticeable to those who
stay in the French Quarter and
central business district.
One concern going into
Carnival had been a rash of violent crime in recent months.
After the end of the Bacchus
parade about 10 p.m., a 15-yearold boy from the New Orleans
suburb of Westwego was shot in
the chest, said Sgt. Joe Narcisse,
a police spokesman. He was in
stable condition this morning.
police said. Narcisse said police
believe the youth was the victim
of a targeted attack. No arrests
were reported.
Until the shooting, officers
were primanly busy with people
being drunk in public or disturbing the peace. police said.

•Quick ...
From Front

Chicken Tenders
Chopped Steak
Beef Kabob
Marinated no ipieei with (minas. pepper. &

Classic Spaghetti
tuccini Alfredo
tossed with

Cajun Alfredo
hicken Parmigiana
8 Oz. Ribeye

technologist who has worked at
MCCH off and on since 1992,
about how the situation unfolded.
"I'm just glad she was there."
he said of Litchfield. And
maybe, he said, his daughter
should stay away from butterscotch candies for awhile.

From Front
candidates has a lot of work to
do in a short period of time,'' he
said.
Many Ry all, Retcher's campaign manager. said the results
are good news for Fletcher
because, despite his low ratings.
voters increasingly believe that
he has done a good job.
"les still very early in the
process, and Gov. Fletcher has
really only begun to tell his story
to the voters," Ryall said. "He's
giving his vision for the future,
and his opponent is not presenting that."
Cindy McReynolds, a 41year-old
special-education
teacher in Allen County and a
registered Republican, said she
has an unfavorable opinion of
Fletcher _ not because of the
merit hiring scandal his administration has been embroiled in
hut because of his education policy.
He mandated that we (teachersi get raises but he4idn't give
the school boards any money to
do it," she said. "Now I might
lose my Job because of it."
McReynolds is a poll respondent who agreed to a follow-up
interview.
Fletcher and 14 other named
people were indicted as part of
an investigation into alleged
violations of the state's merit
hiring law. A grand jury charged
that the administration made hiring and promotion decisions
based on politics. Fletcher
issued a blanket pardon for anyone who had been or might be
charged in the Investigation,
except for himself.
The charges against him were
dropped as part of an agreement
with Attorney General Greg
Stumbo, a Democrat and lieutenant governor candidate on
Bruce Lunsford's ticket.
While Fletcher's name recognition was at 90 percent or
above in all parts of the state,
Northup was best known in
Louisville and surrounding
counties. at 96 percent. She also
had high name recognition — 73
percent — in the Bluegrass
region around Lexington.
But the poll found that fewer
voters had heard of her in eastern, northern and western
Kentucky. In eastern Kentucky,
only a third of voters knew who
she was.
The poll found that 45 percent of those voters view
Northup favorably and 26 percent view her unfavorably. The
rest were undecided.
Mike Clingaman, Northup's
campaign manager. said the poll
results reinforce what Northup
has said all along: Fletcher can't
win in November.
"For a Republican to win a
general election (in Kentucky).
you have to have support of all
the Republicans and a large
chunk of the Democrats," he
said. "These numbers make him
unelectable."
On the Democratic side,
Henry appears to be the early

front-runner, with 59 percent of
voters saying they are familiar
with him, and 46 percent of
those saying they had a favorable impression of him.
Despite unfavorable publicity after being sued by the federal government for alleged fraudulent billing on Medicare and
Medicaid claims — a case
Henry settled in 2003 with a
payment of $1-62,001:1- — his
unfavorable rating was just 21
percent.
Beshear had nearly as much
name recognition as Henry, with
58 percent saying they had heard
of the former lieutenant gover-'
nor, attorney general and U.S:
Senate candidate.
But fewer than half the voters
knew enough about him to form
an impression.
According to the poll, Henry
and Beshear were the only
Democratic candidates

IR
were known by more than L
of registered voters.
candidate
Perennial
a,
Galbraith,
Gatewood
Lexington attorney who at times
in his political life has favored
legalized marijuana, was third in.
name recognition, with 44 percent of voters saying they had
heard of him.
But 61 percent of this group
said they had an unfavorable
impression of Galbraith, who
has moderated his position on
marijuana and now says he
favors legalizing only medicinal
marijuana.
House
Speaker
Jody
Richards was next among the
Democrats, with 41 percent
name recognition. Of those who
knew him, 37 percent had favorable opinions, while 20 percent
viewed
him
unfavorably.
Richards finished second in the
Democratic primary for governor four years ago and is the
longest-serving House speaker.
in state history.
Although 39 percent of voters said they know who
Lunsford is, few have a favorable view of him.
The poll found that among
those voters, 17 percent had a
favorable impression and 28
percent had an unfavorable one.
Lunsford has been criticized
because he created a business
that went bankrupt and cost people millions of dollars. He also
ran for governor in 2003 and
quit days before the primary. After the primary, he endorsed
Fletcher instead of fellow
Democrat Ben Chandler in the
general election.
Of the major Democratic
candidates, state Treasurer
Jonathan Miller is last in name
recognition; just 27 percent of
voters said they know who he is.
Carol Andrews. a spokeswoman
for Miller, said Miller's low
name recognition doesn't surprise the campaign.
'We didn't expect our name
to be up there with the good ol'
boys who've been around fw
some
time."
she
said.
"Gubernatorial elections are not .
decided by name ID."
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keeteckvInBrief
Bourbon producers expanding plants
in Kentucky
distillery are

d in
2th

BOSTON, Ky.(AP) — Workers at the Booker Noe
on the job six days a week, 24 hours a day, and they can't make
whiskey fast enough.
Buildings that house aging barrels of bourbon are rising from the
ground in Nelson County, and plans are in the works to build a second still by the end of the year.
This is where Jim Beam, the best-selling bourbon in the world, is
made.
To keep up with rising sales, Beam Global Spirits & Wine Inc. is
spending $70 million to upgrade the plant. Beam and its parent company, Fortune Brands, also are spending nearly $50 million on the
Maker's Mark distillery a few miles away in Loretto and a bottling
and production plant in Frankfort.
Industry leaders say the Beam expansion is part of the biggest
production boom in the American whiskey industry since just after
World War 11. Although the Beam projects appear to be the state's
largest at the moment, demand also is growing for many of
Kentucky's other bourbon producers.
'The appeal of bourbon worldwide is on a roll," said Ed
O'Daniel, president of the Kentucky Distillers' Association.
"Everybody is gearing up for more production."
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•Lunsford says ...
From Front
Jr.
Two
Hensley
Otis
Republicans are challenging
Fletcher: former U.S. Rep. Anne
Northup and Paducah businessman Billy Harper.
Looking back on the 2003
primary', Lansford said he concluded in the closing days that
he wasn't going to win. He was
knocked on his heels by a set of
campaign commercials by his
chief nval, Ben Chandler, that
talked about abuse of patients in
nursing homes Lunsford's company operated.
those dynamics,
Given
Lunsford decided against sinking more of his money into the
race.
attacked
had
Lansford
Chandler in his own barrage of
ads.
television
campaign
Chandler won the nomination
but lost to Fletcher in the general election before winning a special election for Fletcher's former seat in Congress.
praises
Now. Lunsford
Chandler, and said he would

Bruce Lansford Eno Info
AGE: 59
HOME: Louisville
FAMILY: Divorced; three
daughters.
OCCUPATION: Chairman and
chief executive officer of
Lunsford Capital. a Louisville
private investment firm.
Lunsford was the founder of
Louisville-based Vencor, a
company that operated nursing homes and made him a
multimillionaire. The company
went bankrupt in 1999, emerging two years later as Kindred
Healthcare. He also is a thoroughbred horse owner and
breeder and partner in a
Louisville film production company.
PARTY: Democrat
EXPERIENCE: Commerce
secretary in the administration
of former Gov. John Y. Brown
Jr. in early 1980s: dropped out
of race for Democratic gubernatorial nomination days
before the primary election of
2003.
EDUCATION: Bachelor's
degree in political science
from University of Kentucky;
law degree from Salmon P.
Chase College of Law at
Northern Kentucky University.
RUNNING MATE: Attorney
General Greg Stumbo

1

erage for all Kentuckians.
On another high-profile
issue, he said Kentucky voters
should get the chance to decide
whether to amend the state
Constitution to allow expanded
gambling.
Lansford said only a "limited
number" of gambling licenses
should be granted if the proposal wins voter approval, and said
the revenue should go mainly
for health care and education.
Lunsford's own path to millionaire status started with humble roots.
He grew up on a northern
Kentucky tobacco farm and was
the second in his family to
attend college. "I would be willing to bet I'm the only guy in this
campaign that has cut 1,()00
sticks of tobacco in one day," he
said.
After serving as commerce
secretary to then-Gov. John Y.
Brown Jr., he forged headlong
into business. Lansford founded
Louisville-based Vencor. which
operated nursing homes and
long-term-care hospitals.
The company cracked the
Fortune 500. but spiraled into
bankruptcy in 1999. and many
investors lost nest eggs.
Lansford blamed his company's
decline on government's cuts in
medical reimbursement rates as
pan of the 1997 balanced-budget law. Vencor emerged from
bankruptcy in 2001 and was
renamed Kindred Healthcare.
Stockholder Ralph Rice lost
about $30,000 from Vencor's
descent into bankruptcy, and
sees Lansford as someone "not
to be trusted" who "ran a company into the ground."
"As far as I remember, he
was unapologetic." Rice said.
'It's just 'tough luck.' I would
never vote for him. It has nothing to do with his politics. He
just seems like a rather arrogant

Turn Your Tax Return Into

/hula 7)Yeamt -fieste!
Call
ALLIED
HOME MORTGAGE
CAPITAL CORPORATION
' Ida Patrick • Richard Reed

Robert T. Williams, M.D.
of

announces the association

CAGLE& BAILEY
ADULT HEALTH
Board Certified Family Nurse Practitioners
Providing carefor ages 12 and over

Providimrservices for:

Karen Bailey, ARNP

•Preventive Health Care
• Acute and Chronic Illness
• Women & Men's Health Screening
• Sports, School and DOT Physicals

eagle &Bailey
Walk-Ins Welcome

Employee used city-issued phone to
call dating, psychic lines
CAVE CITY, Ky. lAP) - A south-central Kentucky city employee's penchant for dialing dating and physic phone lines got the cityissued cell phones taken away from 11 workers.
"It was very difficult to control the amount of time that was being
used on the phones," Cave City Council member Haskell Borden
told the Glasgow Daily Times. "The phones were not used strictly
for the benefit for the citizens of Cave City."
Cave City officials provided cell phones to seven members of the
police department, the city clerk, the fire chief, the mayor and the
maintenance supervisor, Cave City Mayor Bob Hunt said.
Officials became suspicious when council members found
numerous 800 numbers on phone bills between 2003 and 2005 from
the cell phones, which are paid for by Cave City residents' taxes.
Psychic and dating phone lines were called from one cell phone
between 2003 and 2005, according to phone records obtained by the
newspaper.

For Great
Car
Deals...

Adult Health

gip

Check Out Our
Insert in
Today's Paper!

Jennifer Cagle, ARNP

-Karen and Jennifer have over 25 years of combined experience caring
for patients in Murray, Ky.
• They are Board certified to treat patients and write prescriptions

NOW OPEN!

son of fellow."
Lansford business partner Ed
Hart sees it differently. He said
Lansford made prudent moves
that ultimately allowed Vencor
to emerge from bankruptcy.
while several other nursing
home companies went belly up.
Before Vencor's bankruptcy
filing, Lansford created Ventas
Inc. to own the nursing homes
and hospitals and lease them to
Vencor. At the time. Vencor
shareholders received shares of
Ventas that have risen sharply
over the years, Hart said.
Meanwhile, Louisville-based
Kindred has emerged as a
healthy company, he said.
"He should be patted on the
back for having the business
acumen and vision to separate
the companies, protect the assets
so the common stockholders
didn't go down the drain," Hart
said. "He never gets that credit."
Lunsford's principal business
now is a private investment
firm. He also is a partner with
Hart in a film production company whose film, *Grace Is
Gone," won the audience award
for favorite U.S. drama as choby balloting among
sen
Sundance movie-goers.

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Former U.S. U.S. Rep. Marion G.
"Gene" Snyder, whose brash style helped him spend more than two
decades on Capitol Hill, died Friday in Florida. He was 79.
Snyder, a Republican, served 11 terms as a U.S. Rep.. He passed
away late Friday night in Naples. Fla., according to former U.S.
Attorney Joe Whittle, who was with Snyder's family on Saturday.
"Kentucky lost a good friend." Whittle said. "He brought a lot of
improvements. He loved Kentucky. He was a great statesman."
Snyder served as a mentor to most of Kentucky's current
Congressional lawmakers, including Senators Jim Bunning and
Mitch McConnell.
"I will always remember Gene as the man who gave me my first
real opportunity in politics," said McConnell in a statement. "In the
summer of 1963 I served as an intern in his Capitol Hill office and I
learned a lot from watching him work."
Snyder was known for his blunt rhetoric, a trait that served him
well during his tenure. He was first elected in 1962 from Kentucky's
3rd District but lost a re-election bid. He ran again in 1966 in the 4th
District and held the seat for the next two decades before helping
Bunning keep the seat in Republican hands.

408 South 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-7665
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have supported Chandler had
the central Kentucky congressman emerged a consensus candidate for governor this year.
Chandler stayed out of the race.
Lunsford's choice of Stumbo
as a slatemate could help mend
his image among Democrats
still upset with his support of
Fletcher in 2003. said Michael
Baranowski, a political scientist
Kentucky
Northern
at
University. The deep pockets
don't hurt either, Baranowski
said.
"It is amazing how people
can forgive and forget when
someone's able to put a few million dollars on the table,"
Baranowski said.
Lansford. 59, said he wishes
he had run his 2003 campaign
differently.
"I wouldn't have let it get to
be a negative campaign," he
said. "I would have stayed as I'm
going to stay this time _ upbeat.
positive. I did not do that well. I
got pulled into the politician's
game."
Lansford said he would not
attack his Democratic rivals this
time. He pledged to support the
eventual Democratic nominee.
Baranowski said Lunsford's
history could give his opponents
an opening to attack. The question is whether they'll have the
money to get that message out,
he said.
Lunsford said he sided with
the GOP four years ago because
he thought Fletcher would tackle the state's health care woes.
Lunsford said he regrets the
decision.
"Much like the other ...
Democrats who voted for him.
I'm not only disappointed, I'm
him."
with
disenchanted
Lansford said.
Without offering details,
Lunsford said if elected, he
would push for health care coy-

Former Congressman Gene Snyder
dies at 79
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Hie philosopher Diogenes is said to have wandered around
(,recce holding a lantern and seeking to find an hon-

ant.teni

My tellow Republicans, sans lanterns, are
now wandering around the political landscape seeking to find the perfect Republican
presidential candidate
1 don't know it Diogenes ey er found that
hottest man, hut 1 do know that those
Republicans are never going to find the perfect candidate, simply because he does not
exist
Sonic Republican, insist that the only
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Legislators consider various bills
IN THE HOUSE ...
tors for
these education
programs.
House
Bill 197
received
passage
on the
House
Floor and
will now
LsJabve be
sent to
the SenBy Rep. Melvin
.
ateHnly
Memhers of
the U.S.
Armed Forces will receive
extended eligibility benefits
for the Kentucky Educational
Excellence Scholarship
KEES program under a bill
passed by the House Appropriations and Revenue Committee. In order for students
to quality tor KEES benefits, they must he enrolled
in a higher education institutiperale a 1110101"
tion for three consecutive
%chide. %on approv at in the
vears. House Bill 291 would
House Education C ommittee
retroactively remove this
Current statute mandates that time requirement and allow
a student must attend school
military personnel to return
and achieve an academically
to school and utilize the
acceptable grade point averscholarship program.
age in order to hold and
The House Labor and
retain a driver's permit or
Industry Committee approved
license Under this hill, the
a committee substitute to
requit ement for si hoots to
House Bill 305 that will
.itter alternat is e educ,ition
raise the minimum wage
lasses st ould he eliminated
from S5.15 an hour to $585
and a student under the age
an hour upon enactment.
oh IS would he obligated to
The increase will continue
include parental consent for
$6.55 on July 1
to
the release of school records
and $7.25 on July 1, 2009_
ith the application when
I can be reached through
applying for a driver's perthe toll-free message line in
mit or license
Frankfort at 1-800-372-7181
Education Committee
Those with hearing impairmembers also approved
ments may leave a message
House Bill 197 relating to
for me through the TTY
improvement of community
Message Line at 1-800-896education. Community educa11305.
tion advocates the creation
If you have Internet
ot opportunities for citizens
access, you can e-mail me
to become allies in addressat melvintitinelvinhenley.com
ing community needs and
or keep track through the
concerns This legislation
Kentucky Legislature home
would allow the Department
page at www.Irc.state.ky.us.
ivt Education to use funds
You may also visit my
not allotted for other educaWeb page htip://melvinhentional 'purposes to proxide
i tumiflUflits education diret
ley corn for periodic updates.

I .cpslalors spo.mt mut. h 01
the second w eek tot 1-ehruary
in committee meetings discussing some oh the 500
hills arid iesolutions filed tor
consideration during this (It
,I,o. Legislati‘e Session
l'he House Judictar
( itintintice passed House Bill
. legislation requiring gio.ernillent agencies and bustilesSe s 14 0 protec t sotial
Set, um), numbers and other
personal identifiers !nom pos sihle identity then. All personal int ormatton would he
rcniti%ed Iron) public records
and dokuments. such aN taS
liens, and he destroyed
Agencies and companies
would also be required to
notity inch% iduals of any
breaches of personal
set. Urn N
identiltable information in
the most expedient turie possible and xcithout unreasonable dela!,
%hick
House Bill
relates to .1 student's license

AI

IN ThE SENATE
The
state
Senate
focused
on family issues
this
week. As
chairman
of the
EducaLegislative tion
CommitUpdate
tee, I
By Sen. Ken
was
Winters
pleased
R-Murray
to see
both
Senate Bill I and Senate
Bill 2 pass with bipartisan
support.
It is a fact that our students are in a worldwide
competition as our nation
competes for jobs. We must
not fall behind in math and
science — two areas that
are critical to our future
success.
I am the primary sponsor
of SB I which will help
increase the rigor of high
school math and science
classes by providing funding
for increasing the number
of schools offering
Advanced Placetnent (API
courses, the number of
existing AP classes, and the
number of exams taken by
paying the $83 cost of the
exam.
Senate Bill 2, which I
co-sponsored. will help
recruit math and science
teachers, historically hard-tostaff areas, particularly for
schools with high percentages of students on free- or
reduced-price lunch programs.
It will provide incentives
to those teachers who
encourage students, especially those on free- or
reduced-lunch programs. to
take the higher level math
and science classes. In
order to succeed as a community. every child, regardless of their background.
must be given the opportunity to excel,

Both these bills are farreaching but we must have
the courage to try new
ideas. Our children deserve
no less.
Senate Bill 152 on public employee health insurance also passed on a
bipartisan vote. As a matter
of public policy. SB 152
provides state employees the
opportunity to meet their
obligations to pay the medical bills of spouses and
dependent children, as recognized by statute.
To expand participation
in the state-provided health
insurance plan beyond the
defined legal responsibility
as some universities have
proposed would be unfair to
Kentucky taxpayers by
extending a benefit that has
never been extended in this
state before and diminish
the institution of marriage.
The potential for unlimited health insurance exposure for the state is troubling. SB 152 clarifies who
can be a part of the state
health insurance pool.
Finally, Senate Bills 3
and 65 will help protect
families from sexual predators. SB 3 will require a
person convicted of a sex
crime who wants to change
his/her name to request permission from the trial court.
SB 65 will require registered sex offenders to register their online or Internet
names with the state. We
cannot be too careful with
the protection of our families.
Please feel free to contact my office toll-free at•
800/372-7181 with any
questions or concerns.
iiSen. Ken Winters, RMurray. IN the chairman of
the Senate Education Committee. He also serves on
the Ecconotnic Development,
Tourism, and Labor Com.
maw and the Veterans.
Military Allairs. and Public
Protection C,munittee.
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To the Editor,
It deeply saddens me to
see the life of a beloved
lady such as Nadia Shaheen,
taken away for no reason
other than an impulsive mistake
Had Hamson Yonts called
911 and tned to help Nadia
Shaheen. it is unlikely he
could have been convicted of
such high crimes.
Had little Yonts turned
himself in the next morning
or pled guilty and threw
himself at the courts mercy:
it's possible his sentence
could have been lighter.
In my younger days I
might have panicked like the
Harrison after such an accident I think now I would
know well enough that to
cover up a crime is worse

than committing it in the
eyes of the law and God.
Instead Mr. Harrison Yonts
panicked and turned into a
weasel. Yonts denied his
guilt and even created a
ridiculous story to cover his
tracks.
I may have misread the
trial details so forgive errors.
Harrison Yonts claimed he
gave his keys to someone he
didn't know, let that person
drive him home and take his
car away? That unknown
person hit Nadia Shaheen
and killed her?
Then the mystery driver
took the auto to a car wash,
cleaned off evidence and
parked it in Harrison's spot
for him? Then a mystery
person trying to frame him
planted blood and glass evi-

dence on Harrison Yont's
Jacket?
Yonts' attorney, Null seeks
new trial in Yonts case? Due
to his poor court-room strategy Dennis Null should be
sued for malpractice and
have his licensed null and
voided for allowing Yonts to
run with that Dennis the
Menace, imaginary friend
story. Harrison needs to
admit his guilt and get right
with God.
Do feel sorry for Harrison
Yones in that his father,
family and friends may have
encouraged his ridiculous
court defense that led to
such a hard conviction.
I really doubt his fraternity brothers and MSU
celebnty friends will remember him enough w visit in

the coming decades.
Who can't be sorry to
see young Yonts waste his
youth in a concrete dungeon
(assuming his celebrity status
doesn't get him a minimum
security dormitory or owed
political favors over-rules the
jury's recommendations).
However as I just turned
40, I don't think his life
will be over with two
decades to study and reflect
on life's great topics.

Sincerely,
Greg LaLiberte
EcES 2006
Guidance and Counseling
Murray State alumni
Brownsville. Texas
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Obituaries
Mrs. Sarah Duke
Mrs. Sarah Duke,69, New Providence Road, Hazel, died today,
Monday, Feb. 19, 2007, at 12:55 a.m. at Spring Creek Health Care.
. J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Monday, February 19, 2007• 5

Eight U.S. soldiers killed, 14 injured
in helicopter crash in Afghanistan

SHAH101, Afghanistan After radioing in an unexplained
loss of power and engine failure,
a military helicopter crashed
early Sunday in southeastern
Afghanistan, killing eight U.S.
service members. Fourteen survived with injuries.
Officials immediately ruled
out enemy fire as a cause of the
crash, which left charred wreckage of the twin-rotor Chinook
scattered on a dusty, open plain
in Zabul province,just 50 yards
from the main Kabul-Kandahar
highway.
There were no immediate
claims of responsibility for any
attack on the chopper, which
went down under overcast skies
in a region where Taliban militants are active.
It was the deadliest single
Donald Edward Lantrip
incident this year for the 47,000
Donald Edward Lantrip, 62, Cedar Lane,
U.S.-led coalition and NATO
Symsonia. died Saturday. Feb. 17, 2007, at
forces in Afghanistan.
12:43 p.m. at his home.
The helicopter was carrying
Retired from Westlake Monomers, he was a
U.S. service members when
22
member of Plumbers & Steainfitters Local 184,
it had a "sudden, unexplained
Symsonia
and
Church
Baptist
New Palestine
loss of power and control and
Lodge of Free and Accepted Masons.
military
U.S.
crashed,"
He was the son of the late Thomas Edward
Lt. Col. David
spokesman
Lantrip and Lillian McKnight Lantrip.
Accetta told The Associated
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Sandra K.
Press, adding the cause would
married
been
had
he
whom
Cotton Lantrip, to
Lantrip
be investigated.
for 43 years: one daughter, Mrs. Melissa Kaye
"It was not enemy-fire relatRayann
Dara
granddaughter,
one
and
Jason,
Wallace, and husband,
said Col. Tom Collins,
ed,"
Wallace, all of Symsonia; one sister, Mrs. Edna Louise Pool,
NATO's
for
spokesman
Murray; one brother, Thomas Randall LAntrip, and wife, Joyce.
Security
International
Paducah; several nieces and nephews.
Assistance Force."The pilot was
A graveside service will be Tuesday at 1 p.m. at Macedonia
able to radio in that he was havofficiate.
will
Cemetery. Rev. Ray Gilliand
ing engine problems. Were conVisitation will be at Collier Funeral Home, Benton, after 5 p.m.
fident it was not due to enemy
(Monday)
tonight
7
at
be
will
service
Masonic
A
(MondayL
today
action."
at the funeral home.
Seven U.S. Humvees and
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Lourdes Hospice, 2855
three Afghan military vehicles
Jackson St.. Paducah, Ky., 42003.
parked around the crash site.
About 35 American soldiers and
Howard Joseph Beier Sr.
15 Afghan army soldiers
Howard Joseph Baier Sr.. 72, Hardin, died blocked reporters from entering
Saturday, Feb. 17. 2007. at 10:26 a.m. at Marshall the area. Afghan troops searched
County Hospital.
every passing vehicle and their
He had worked as a truck driver and was of passengers.
Air
States
Catholic faith. A veteran of the United
Zabul provincial Gov. Dilber
Force, he served during the Korean conflict. He was Jan Artnan said it was possible
a member of the American Legion.
that the helicopter crash was due
One sister. Dorothy Ross. preceded him in death. He was the son to bad weather.
of the late Augustus Baier and Dora M. Gregoire Baier.
The military relies heavily on
Survivors include his wife. Mrs. Vicky Cathcart Baier; two sons, helicopters for transport and
Joe Baier and James Burleson, both of Benton: five daughters, operations
of
because
Shelly Root. Karen Masterson, Kim Bilobeau and Katie Baler, all of Afghanistan's forbidding terrain
Ken
five
Baier,
brothers,
Don
Michigan, and Theresa Jones, Benton;
and lack of passable roads. Dust
Baier and Chuck Baler. all of Michigan, and Jerry Baier and Ronnie and high altitude of Afghan's
18
Michigan:
Rouse,
Evelyn
Mrs.
sister,
one
Baier, both of Arizona;
mountains take a heavy toll on
grandchildren; two great-grandchildren.
helicopter engines.
A memorial service will be Tuesday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of
A U.S. military statement
Filbeck & Cann & King Funeral Home. Fr. Mark Buckner will offi- said details of the crash or the
ciate.
helicopter's mission would not
Ni, v srt.it ion is ,scheduled.
be released until "completion of
recovery operations."
Mrs. Rosebud George
Thousands of U.S. forces are
A graveside serv ice for Mrs. Rosebud deployed
southeastern
in
George will be Tuesday at II a.m. at Murray Afghanistan, including in Zabul.
Memorial Gardens. Rev. Richard Smith will where they have a base under
officiate.
NATO command.
Visitation will be at Imes-Miller Funeral
The province has long been a
Home after 5 p.m. today (Monday).
hotbed for militant supporters of
Mrs. George. 88. Johnson Boulevard, the former Taliban regime who
Murray, died Friday. Feb. 16,„2007, at 7:50 a.m. have stepped up attacks over the
at Spring Creek Health Care.
past year.
She was retired owner of Murray
In May 2006, another U.S.
Hatchery/George Egg Co. and Kelly Pest CH-47
crashed
George
Chinook
Control. She was a member of First United attempting a nighttime landing
Methodist Church.
Preceding her in death were her first husband, Clyde George: her
second husband. Elroy Sykes; one sister, Dorothy. Haley; two brothers, Sam Kelley and James Lewis Kelley; and her stepmother,
Lucille Kelley. Born Feb. 1, 1919, in Marshall County, she was the
daughter of the late R.E. Kelley and Effie Malcolm Kelley.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Sheila Maury and husband, Bob, Denver, Colo.. and Mrs. Jennifer Crouse and husband,
Billy Dan. Murray; one son, Dick George, Elizabeth, N.C.; one stepdaughter. Mrs. Mireva Gail Blair and husband, Ron, Knoxville,
Tenn.; one stepson, Keith Sykes. Memphis, Tenn.; five grandchildren, Justin Crouse, Christian Crouse. Jeremi Ferlin, Matthew Jordy
and Julie George; six great-grandchildren. Braxton and Caison
Crouse. Jesslee and Dominique Ferlin. and Max and Jack Jordy._.

. Mrs. Carrie O'Bryan

Mrs. Came O'Bryan. 90, Peoria, 111., formerly of Benton, died
Friday. Feb. 16, 2007, at 4:15 a.m. at Peoria.
A retired cook at Murray-Calloway County Hospital, she was of
•
• Baptist faith.
Her husband, Theodore O'Bryan, one son, Charles Thomas
O'Bryan; and two brothers, all preceded her in death. She was the
daughter of the late Charlie Henderson and Gretchen Jane Nanney
Henderson.
Survivors include six daughters, Mrs. Gloria O'Bryan Dowdy,
Murray, Mrs. Ann O'Bryan Workman, Lynn Grove, Mrs. Betty
O'Bryan Kelly, Grand Junction, Cob., and Mrs. Rose O'Bryan
Faries, Mrs. Nancy O'Bryan Techenbrock and Mrs. Alice O'Bryan
Goheen, all of Benton; two sons, Joe O'Bryan, Mayfield, and Mike
O'Bryan, Murray; one sister, Mrs. Louise Baker, and one brother,
J.R. Henderson, both of Benton; 17 grandchildren; 17 great-grandchildren; three great-great-grandchildren.
A graveside service will be Tuesday at 1 p.m. at the Murray
Memorial Gardens. Rev. Hal Barrow will officiate.
Collier Funeral Home of Benton is in charge of arrangements,
but no visitation is scheduled.
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AP
A U.S. military humvee guards the scene of a U.S. helicopter crash in the Shahjoi district of
Zabul province in southeastern Afghanistan on Sunday. Eight American troops were killed and
14 were wounded when the CH-47 Chinook helicopter, carrying 22 U.S. service members
crashed.

Helicopter down
AU S military helicopter
crashed Sunday in southeastern
Afghanistan killing eight troops
and wounding 14 after reporting
engine failure
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on a small mountaintop in eastern Kunar province. killing 10
U.S. soldiers.
In 200.5. a U.S. helicopter
crashed in Kunar, after apparently being hit by a rocket-propelled grenade, killing 16
American troops.
Another crash of a civilian
helicopter last year in southeastern Khost province killed up to
16 people, including the wife
and two daughters of a U.S.
civilian worker.
Meanwhile. NATO reported
its forces had shot dead two
Afghan civilians whom they
mistook as suicide bombers in
separate incidents.
A man who "appeared to be
chanting and refused to heed
warnings to stop" was shot dead
as he crossed a road Saturday
about seven miles west of
Kandahar city, the alliance said
in a statement.
Troops thought he was carrying a device with protruding

AUTO - HOME - Lirr INSURANCE -

Openings For New Cillissats

wires. They later found that "he
had twine, straps and other
materials protruding from his
jacket, which resembled wires,
but there were no explosives," it
said.
NATO-led troops also shot to
death another Afghan man on
Saturday believed to be a suicide
bomber as he ran between vehicles of a military convoy
stopped near Kandahar's military airfield.
President Hamid Karzai has
repeatedly called on U.S. and
NATO-led troops to exercise
extreme caution to prevent civilian casualties. Dozens of civilian deaths during operations by
foreign troops have undermined
his authority among Afghans.
Afghan troops. meanwhile,
detained 11 suspected militants
Saturday at a checkpoint in
Sangin district of the volatile
neighboring province. Helmand,
Ministry
Defense
said
spokesman Gen. Mohammad
Zahir Azimi.
The men were traveling in
two trucks and were carrying
mortar tubes when they were
stopped. Azimi said Sunday.
In an operation that ended
early Sunday, British and
Afghan troops attacked a major
Taliban headquarters south of
Garmsir in Helmand, destroying
three major compounds and a
tunnel complex linking them.

according to an 1SAF statement.
There were no British or
Afghan casualties. It was not
immediately clear if any Taliban
were killed or arrested in the
operation.
Southern Afghanistan is the
center of the growing Taliban
insurgency as well as the world's
biggest opium poppy-producing
area.
al-Qaida
Meanwhile,
released a video showing a
young man asking for forgiveness from family, friends and
teachers before he purportedly
carries out a suicide car bombing against foreign troops in
Afghanistan.
The video also carries previously released comments from
Ayman al-Zawahri, al-Qaida's
No. 2 leader, as a train of armed
men are shown walking through
mountains and while an explosion hits a military vehicle on a
turn in a road.
In the video, the man, who
does not identify himself, asks
his parents to pray for patience
when they get word that he has
been "martyred."
Last year, militant supporters
of the resurgent Taliban stepped
up attacks, targeting Afghan
government and foreign secuntv
forces. According to the U.S.
military, there were 139 suicide
attacks during 2006, up from 27
in 2005.
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COMMUNITY
Need Line lists items needed
to fill needs of the clients

WKMS-FM public radio
schedules 2007 spring
fundraiser in March
Entering its 37th year of
hriudcasting from Murray State
University, the public radio
'.ersitc WKMS-FM is conductits 201)7 spnng tundraiser
with a goal of $100,000 in
listener
support.
WKMS
reaches southernmost Illinois.
western Kentucky, and northwestern Tennessee over-the-air
the world over-the-webi with
in-depth news and a sanely
ot great music, including classics''. Jazz, folk and bluegrass,
blues and more. Every dollar contributed by listeners goes
to WKMS programming and
services, present and future. The
station welcomes guests for
on-air fundraising March 3
through 10.
At
its
website
www.wknis ore,. there's a secure
site for making gifts to the
station electronically. WKMS
has also mailed pledge cards
to listeners who invest in its
broadcast service regularly
('ontributions Ma!, also he
mailed to WKMS at 2018 University Station, Murray, KY.
42071. For more infonruation,
tall I-800-599-4737
WKMS must raise nearly
hall of its annual budget through
community support from listeners and business underwriters Die Corporation for Public Broadcasting bases its grants
on annual audits that show that
the station's community is willing to hear its share of the
sosis the 100.(00 watt stal I erlsee, Muria!,

State

1 his et sit!, pros ides just over
half ot the station's annual
cyclist:, as a public service.
KW, broadcasts 24 hours

daily at 91.3 FM with translators at 92.1 FM,Paducah,99.5
FM, Paris, Tenn., and 105.1,
Madisonville, and streams
online at wkms.org. The station's schedule includes National Public Radio, American Public Media, Public Radio International and BBC News, a
variety of music, and unique
programs like Talk of the Nation
Science Friday, A Prairie Home
Companion and Car Talk.
In WKMS studios staff, student and volunteer producers
also create over 20(X) hours
of news and music programming annually, including concerts of the Paducah Symphony Orchestra, George Eldred's
Commonwealth Classics with
music of our region's concert
halls, and specialty programs
like Andy Smith's Jazzman
Show, and Dr. Bob Lochte's
The Eisenhower Hour.
In addition to being an
important component of the
WKMS annual budget, listener contributions also pay for
major transmission system
upgrades. '[his year the station adds a digital transmitter
and antenna to its transmission system. Iwo years ago,
University
State
Murray
received an S85,0110 grant 120111
CPB for
digital Lon% ersion
using listener dollars as the local
match. Digital transmission
gives the station the potential
U) add a second programming
stream alongside what is
presently heard at 91. ['NI,
which is the most efficient
way WKMS has for providing more public radio for its
regional audience.

Ladlesof theOaks
I he Ladies of the Oaks Country Club held their regular
bridge play on Feb 14 at the dub
Winners were Mirka Reid, fast place, and Jo Anne Auer,
irid place, at(ording to Mary Alice Smith. hostess
Regular bridge will be played on Wednesday so 9 15 am
ii the
lub with Shirley Jenstrom as hostess
lo sign up. tall Icti,trolli it 7S9 96SS

ANNOUNCE YOUR SPECIAL EVENT.
CALL 153-1916

ASHoWEDNESDAY
(Ares-4w

lo's
Datebook

provided
Pictured are Media Erickson, right, and Rebecca Landolt at a
meeting of the Music Department of the Murray Woman's
Club.
Photo

Erickson presents program
for Music Department
Media Lilt kson presented a
program ol song and testimony at the January meeting of
the Music Department sit the
Murray V‘ollIall's Club
She was introduced by
Rebetca Landoll. program
chair
Preceding the program was
a potato hat supper. a fundraiser for the department's
Relay tor I ale Team for the

annual event.
The department will meet
Tuesday at 7 p.m, at the club
house.
Presenting the program will
he the Murray State Jazz
Band#1 under the direction of
Todd Hill.
Hostesses will he Sondra
Rice, Jeanne Robertson. Norma
Paschall and Judith Hill_

Kelly nominated
for special awards
Joseph Kelly, a sophomore
at Calloway County High
School. has been selected to
Who's Who Among American
Ifigh school students by the
t limed States Achievement
Academy
Ile wets also inducted into
the national honor roll.
Kelly plays soccer, basketball and baseball and has
received various At adernik: and
achie%CIIICIV aVt anis He is a
member ot the Beta Cub. Pep
Club and Fellowship ot Chris
clan Athlete,
lie is an active member sit
First Baptist Church where he
serves on the Youth Lead Team
and is a member ot the Youth
Praise Band
Kelly is the Min of Jim and
Joetta Kelly of Murray.
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Tiger Booster Club will meet
Murray Tiger Booster Club will meet Wednesday at 5:30
p.m. at Murray High School. All interested persons are urged.
to attend.

The Knights of Columbus sponsor Bingo each Tuesday from
6:30 to 9 p.m. at the building at 332 Squire Rd., Murray, KY
42071. Funds from the Bingo help support local, national and
international charities. For more information call 293-7061.

Joseph Kelly

to feel good about themselves.
This program recognizes that
women with addiction issues'
biggest need in recovery are
to find self-worth and selfesteem to overcome the debilitating feelings of guilt.
Women for Sobriety have
self-help groups all across the
country. helping women to
recover from the devastation
of addiction. To join this group,
contact Nikki Straw at 1-270442-6795.
To receive the literature for
free, send a self-addressed.
stamped envelope, business size
io the national office at: WFS.
Inc., P.O. box 618. Quakertown, PA 18951-06 I 8.

To place an
ad call
753-1916
LEDGER&Timx%

Brooke Grace &
Brandon Riley
Kela Craig &
Trent Travis

Allison Carman &
Shane Mize
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Murray Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the
Calloway Public Library. For information call Pat at 489-2909
or Mike at 293-6043.
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Al-Anon will meet Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church. Please enter from the southside rear door
located near the playground. The only requirement is that there
be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.

Wrestling sign-ups scheduled
Calloway County Little League Wrestling sign-ups for kindergarten through sixth grade will be today from 4 to 6 p.m. and
Tuesday from 4 to 5:30 p.m. at the Calloway County Day
Treatment Center on College Farm Road. Practice will start.
Feb. 22. The sign-up fee is $30. For information call 4928956.

District SBDM to meet tonight
talloway County School Distnct Joint Based Decision Making Council will meet tonight at 6 in the media center at
Calloway County High School. All interested persons are invited.

Hospital retirees will meet Tuesday
Retirees and former employees of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital will meet Tuesday at 11 a.m. at The Big Apple. For
more information call Nancy McClure at 492-8640.

Support Group will meet
Death of a Parent Support Group will meet tonight at 7.
This is a support group for people who have lost one or both'
parents due to death and to help each other through the hard
times. For information call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-7129.

Murray Band Boosters will meet tonight at 7 in the band
room at Murray High School. An executive meeting will start
at 6 p.m.

CCMS council will meet
Calloway County Middle School Based Decision Making
Council will meet today at 4:30 p.m. in the media center.
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Murray Singles will meet

Ghost Rider
PG13 - 7:20 - 9:40

R - 7:16 - 9:46
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Shrove Tuesday Pancake Supper will be Tuesday from 5 to,
7 p.m. in the parish hall of St. John's Episcopal Church.

Bingo planned on Tuesday
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Alumni and Associates of Calloway county Schools will
meet Tuesday at 6 p.m. at Pagliai's. All members and interested persons are urged to attend.

Music Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the club house.

Bridge To'brabithis
PG - 6:50 - 9:00

Hill, Mr Beth lanes. Taw Meuider

RA

CCHS Alumni will meet

Music Department will meet

C011024

Because I Said So
PG13 - 7:00 '9:10

The Messengers
PG13 - 7:30 - 9:30

Kirksey United Methodist Church Relay for Life team will
have a rebate day at Captain D's on Tuesday. Customers are
asked to tell the cashier they are there for the team.

Band boosters will meet

Norbit
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Relay for Life team plans promotion

Murray Chapter of TOPS, #616 will meet Tuesday from 9
to 10 a.m. at University Church of Christ, near Wal-Mart. Persons are to enter on the side of the church where the carport
is located. Visitors are welcome. For more information call
Joyce at 753-9080 or Amy at 435-4054.
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Coalition for Clean Air Murray will meet Tuesday at 7 p.m.
in the conference room of Murray Board of Education at 208
South 13th St. Topics for discussion will e the results of the
fall 2006 tobacco survey done at Murray State and police
implementation in the community. All interested community
members are invited. For information, contact Judy Lyle at'
809-3809 or Judy.LyleMurrayState.edu.

TOPS Chapter will meet

Self-Help group for women
with addiction issues organized
A Sell
PADUCAH. Ky.
helpgroup for Women with
addiction issues meets evelWednesday at 6 p.m. at Broadway United Methodist Church.
701 Broadway.
Those attending will learn
and practice the "New Life"
program from Women for Sohnety, a national self-help program for women.
The "New Life:yogram
teaches women way.' in which
to cope with life's problems.
Women learn ways in which

Coalition For Clean Air to meet

Shrove Tuesday event planned

-.111
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Need Line of Murray and Calloway
County has listed some items needed to
help fill the baskets for the clients. They
include rice, saltine crackers, cereal and
peanut butter for the panty; eggs for the
cooler/freezer; dish liquid, bath tissue,shampoo, toddler size tooth brushes, razors and
diapers size 4 and 5 for personal hygiene
and cleaning supplies. Also needed are large
brown paper bags.
During January Need Line had 817
applications for needs. These were 742 for
food, 63 for utilities, 20 for rent, 11 for
By Jo Burkeen
medication and medical transportation, 343
Community
for personal and hygiene products, 54 for
Editor
unemployed, 754 for low income and five
for homeless. Need Line also made 16 referrals.
Tonia Casey, ex,"'alive director said "Volunteers are needed at Need Line and anyone interested is asked to top in
at the building at 638 South Fourth St., Murray, or call
753-6333."
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RACERS 58, BRONCS 51

WEST 153, EAST 132

Easy
Rider

The defense rests

RACERS SHAKE OFF LOSS TO
BEAT HOME-STANDING
RIDER IN BRACKET BUSTER
Staff Report
LAWRENCEVILLE, N.J. —
The Murray State Racers shook
off last Thursday's disappointing
Ohio Valley Conference home loss
to Tennessee State by picking up
a big road win during Saturday's
ESPNU Bracket Busters matchup
with Rider University.
Freshman forward Danero
Thomas, a new addition to the
starting lineup, scored a gamehigh 19 points
7-of-I4
On
shooting
and
pulled
down
seven rebounds
to pace the MSU
offense in the
58-51 victory.
Meanwhile,
Racer
the
Thomas
defense did its
part by shutting down top scorer Jason Thompson as the Broncs
struggled to score for much of
the contest.
The 6-foot-10 Thompson, averaging a team-best 19 points per
game from his forward position
entering Saturday's play, did have
14 points and 12 rebounds, but
hit only 4-of-11 shot attempts
from the floor as Rider (14-13)
managed to shoot just 27.8 percent (15-of-54) for the contest,
including 14.3 percent (3-of-21)
from 3-point range.
The Racers'solid defensive play
was a welcome sight for head
coach Billy Kennedy, whose first
Murray squad has had its struggles guarding opponents throughout the 2006-07 season.
"We were active on defense,"
Kennedy said during a postgame
interview on the Racer Radio Net-

work. -We did a better job in
the second half of helping off
(Thompson) and not letting their
other guys hurt us. I thought that
was the biggest difference in the
second half. We guarded him, but
we also guarded the perimeter
and the 3-point line."
Murray State led by one (2019) on a Bruce Carter Jumper
with 7:21 left in the first half.
But Rider re-took the lead with
a 5-0 run and carried a 33-27
advantage into the halftime break.
The Broncs led 37-36 with
16:59 to play, but a jumper by
sophomore guard Tyler Holloway
put the Racers in front at 38-37
with 16:38 remaining.
A layup by Thomas and a 3pointer from Shawn Witherspoon
pushed the MSU edge out to 4337 at the 13:15 mark. The Racers managed to open as much as
an eight-point bulge (49-41).
The lead proved to be beneficial, as Murray went on a sixminute scoring drought from the
8:34 mark to the 2:38 mark.
ineptitude
offensive
MSU's
allowed Rider to use an 8-0 run
to tie the game at 49-49.
Thomas finally broke the Racers' drought with a free throw
and then nailed a 3-pointer for a
53-49 lead with 1:39 showing on
the clock.
The Broncs trimmed their
deficit to only two on a pair of
Harris Mansell free throws, but
MSU got a three-point play from
freshman Marvin Williams and
Thomas his two free throws in
the final 58 seconds to seal the
victory.
Williams also provided the RacMI See RACERS,8

MSU 70, EIU 67

Vindication!
GUFFEY'S 16 POINTS ERASE
GUARD'S BAD MEMORIES AT SEMO
By MSU Media Relations
CHARLESTON, III. — Amber
Guffey felt somewhat responsible for the Lady Racers missing
a win at Southeast Missouri State
earlier this season, but she was
vindicated on Saturday.
The sophomore guard hit a
pair of free throws that tied the
game, then gave MSU the lead
for good in its 70-67 Ohio Valley Conference win at Eastern
Illinois.
At SEMO on Jan. 27, Guffey
made the first of two free throws
with 5.8 seconds left in regulation to tie the game, but she
missed the second one to send
that game to overtime. The Redhawks went on to win that game,
66-63, in double-overtime.
At Eastern Illinois, Murray
State trailed 65-64 when she
stepped to the line with 48.6 seconds left in regulation. She made
the first shot, tying the game,
then put home the second to give
the Lady Racers(18-7. 14-4 OVC)
the lead for the rest of the game.
Guffey again went to the line
with 30.2 seconds remaining with
MSU leading 66-65. Again, she
hit both shots to push that lead
to 68-65. EIU's Ashley Thomas
hit a layup to close the gap to
68-67 with 5.8 seconds left, but
junior guard Shaleea Petty was
fouled a second later and made
both of her shots for the final
score.
Senior forward Joi Scott was
held to two free throws in the
first half due to early foul trouble, but she came out on fire in
the second half. going 7-for-9 from

the field in the
latter period to
finish with a
17
team-high
points. She also
grabbed a teamfive
high
and
rebounds
three
swiped
G
steals.
Guffey had 16 points, going
6-for-6 from the line and 2-for3 from 3-point range. She also
took a game-high four steals and
handed out a team-high three
assists for the Lady Racers. Junior
guard Alaina Lee,senior post Erica
Gordian and freshman center Pam
Bell had four rebounds each.
Eastern Illinois (9-18, 6-12
OVC) was paced by Rachel Galligan, who had a game-high 19
points, going 6-for-11 from the
field and 7-for-11 from the line
to go with a game-high nine
rebounds. Ellen Canale added 17
points. going 6-for-6 from the
line, while Jessica Huffman added
12 points and Thomas put in 11.
Canale also had a game-high
five assists, while Huffman had
a team-high three steals.
Murray State plays its final
regular-season home game on
Thursday, taking on OVC rival
Tennessee Tech. Tip-off is set for
5:15 p.m. at the Regional Special Events Center.
With wins in their final two
regular-season games — versus
Tech and on Saturday at Tennessee-Martin — the Lady Racers will claim at least a share of
their first-ever OVC championship.

AP

All Star MVP Kobe Bryant hits a reverse dunk against the East All-Stars during the NBA All-Star game in
Las Vegas Sunday.

POINTS APLENTY AT VEGAS ALL-STAR GAME
LAS VEGAS (AP) — From Kobe
Bryant to the last blackjack dealer.
everybody believed the NBA was a big
winner after gambling on a 72-hour
All-Star extravaganza in Sin C'ity.
Sure, the main event was a bit of
a bust, but the All-Star game is always
a crapshoot.
Bryant had 31 points, six assists and
six steals in his second MVP performance at the league's midseason showcase, and the West set All-Star records
for assists and field goals in a 153132 win over the East on Sunday night.
Nobody could bet on this game in
the local casinos — the favored West
covered the 4 I/2-point spread — making the result even more inconsequential than usual. Instead, this outlandish
weekend will be remembered for its
setting — the first All-Star game held
outside an NBA franchise city, and the
first with a flock of bedazzled show-

girls flanking Wayne Newton for a
pregame rendition of "Viva Las Vegas."
"No doubt about it, we definitely
enjoyed Las Vegas," said Phoenix's
Amare Stoudemire. who had 29 points
and nine rebounds. "I hope the AllStar game comes back here soon, because
it was a lot of fun.After an appropriately decadent performance featuring acrobats, a juggler.
Elvis impersonators and the usual AllStar hijinks from 24 NBA stars. Bryant
emerged as the game's hest player in
front of the southern Nevada fans who
adopt the Lakers as their team.
With the crowd chanting "M-V-P"
in the final minute. Bryant roared
through the lane and threw down a
vicious dunk over Chris Bosh's head.
The weekend went a whole lot better
for Bryant than his previous MVP outing in 2002 in Philadelphia — where
his hometown fans booed his every move.

"As players. we alwa!,, wdni io tee!
like we're appreciated tor what sc do:.
Bryant said. "To have this type of reaction here in this All-Star game is very
humbling. I just feel very blessed to
be able to come out and put on a real
ly good show:
Most everybody kneiff the real show
went on in the dozens (if casinos and
hundreds of clubs around the Las Vegas
Strip, where athletes, celebrities.
groupies. entourages and old-fashioned
basketball fans partied the weekend
away in a hip-hop hoop summit. The
fun never stopped and the crowds never
thinned for three days and four nights
in a city that loves an outrageous time.
The weekend heated up Saturday
when Boston's Gerald Green won the
dunk contest with a much-needed injection of originality. and Miami's Jason
Kapono was crowned the top 3-point
shooter with a record-tying final performance.

DAYTONA 500

The Great
Escape
HARVICK BARELY TAKES FLAG
AT DRAMA-FILLED DAYTONA
DAYTONA BEACH, Fla. (AP) — Mark Martin went
part time and nearly won big time.
Martin, who walked away from Roush Racing after
19 successful seasons to run a partial schedule, came a
few feet from ending 25 years of frustration in NASCAR's
premier event Sunday.
Kevin Harvick edged Martin in a wild final lap. forcing the 48-year-old driver to settle for second place in
the season-opening Daytona 500.
"I probably will feel some sadness somewhere along
the line," Martin said. "(But) my heart wasn't broken.
I've done this stuff a long time, and I've had a lot
worse happen than what happened there in the last 200
yards."
Martin has experienced plenty of heartache and disappointment at Daytona. He's wrecked more times than
he cares to remember. He's spent entire races near the
back of the pack. He's had podium finishes and early
exits.
He's never been this close, which explains why he
was more encouraged than discouraged Sunday.
Martin's best previous finish in the Daytona 500 was
third in 1995. With so little success at NASCAR's most
famous track, it has always been his least favorite venue.
•

•See DAYTONA,8A

AP

Kevin Harvick celebrates after winning the Daytona 500
race Sunday at the Daytona International Speedway in
Daytona Beach, Fla.
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PREP HOOPS ROUNDUP
Sponsored By:

The Insurance
Center of Murray
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
"Your more than one company agency
753-8355

901 Sycamore
NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
National Basketball Association
Standings
All Times CST
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W
L Pct GB

19 24 54'
25 29 463 4
.'"3 30 434
'1 36 321
13 38 155
Southeast Division

WESTERN CONFERENCE
Southwest Division
W
L Pct GB
44
9 830
Dallas
9
San Antonio
35 18 660
33 19 63510 1 ;2
Houston
19
New Orleans
25 28 472

14 40 25930 1.2
Northwest Dtvision
W L Pct GB
Utah
35 17 673
Denver
26 25 510 8 1 2
10
25 27 481
W
L Pct GB
Minnesota
.•9 21 580
14
22 32 407
Portland
15
' 26 509 3 1 2
20 32 385
Seattle
25 26 500
Pacific Division
4
31 404
W L PO GB
9
11
Phoenix
39 13 750
1 'Li 33 365
10
Central Division
L A Lakers
30 24 556
W
25 28 47214 12
L Pct GB
L A Clippers
29
463
15
25
9621Golden State
i' 22 585
22 2943116 12
Sacramento
2

Ar,

12
6
12
15

Memphis

.6 24 538 4 1
24 25 537 4 1 2

'4

19 34 358
Saturdays Games
r
Sundays Game
3 Ail Star 4.31,4--,
Mondays Games
,

Tuesday's Games
Minnesota at Washingtrki 6 p in
New Orleans at Charlotte 6 p in

Orlando at New Yuri, 6 30 p.in
Detroit at Milwaukee 7 p rr
Denver at San Antonio 7 p in
Atlanta at ChICtigt, 7 30 p
Boston at Sacramento a p in
Utah at Portland 9 p
Memphis at Seattle 9 p in
'
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MURRAY ST.(14-13)
0 Thomas 7 14 3 5 19 Williams 3-5
3 9 Fotso 0,0 6 0 0 Horton 30-0 3
Holloway 4,12 0-0 10 George 1 4 0-0
2 Carter 3-6 1-2 7 Witherspoon 2,9 O.
0 6 Kennedy 0 2 0-0 0 Easley 1,2 0-0
Totals 225-' 7 10 58
RIDER (14-13)
J Thompson 4 11 6-9 14 19 Thompson
3 '2 6-6 12 Johnson ¶60-0 3 Mouton
1-13 2 29 11 Mansell 2-8 3-3 8 Warner
,,

1 0-012 ige-.0,13,-6 0-C 0 Anderson 2f; 4 11.,Tvem C- 1 2 1 Totals 15-54
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Staff Report
PADUCAH, Ky - Stacey McClure's
double-double led the way for Murray High,
as the Lady Tigers pulled out a 54-48
victory at Community Christian Academy
on Saturday night.
The sophomore forward tossed in gamehigh 24 points while pulling down 10
rebounds to help Murray (9-16) avenge
an earlier home loss to the Lady Warriors (12-10).
Murray High opened the contest with
a 20-4 run in the first quarter, but ('CA
bounced back to win the second period
by a 21-15 margin, as the Lady Tigers
entered the halftime break up 35-25.
Community Christian also won the
third-quarter scoring battle by a 17-12
margin to slice the Lady Tiger lead to

47-42 entering the final eight minutes of
play. But MHS held on for the victory
with a 7-6 scoring edge in the fourth
quarter.
Seventh grader Haley Armstrong followed McClure's lead with 16 points,
including three of the Lady Tigers' four
3-pointers on the night. Sophomore guard
Leah Dieleman tossed in seven points,
senior Meagan Pember tallied five and
freshman Sarah Crouch added two to
round out the scoring.
Murray hit 18-o1-39 shots from the
field, and was just 14-of-32 from the free
throw line.
Maggie Fort paced the Lady Warriors
with 14 points.
The Lady Tigers return to the court
on Tuesday, when they host Fulton County at 6 p.m. in the first game of a varsity doubleheader. MHS closes out its
regular season with a home game against
Carlisle County on Friday night at 7:30.
Tigers 52, CCA 29
Murray High's boys capped the doubleheader sweep of Community Christian
with an easy win in Saturday's nightcap.
The Tigers (12-12) were never really
challenged in this contest, opening an 18-

9 lead after or quarter of play before
entering the halftime break up 27-18.
MHS extended that margin to 42-22 by
the end of the third quarter before closing out the victory with a 10-7 scoring
edge in the final eight minutes of play.
Juniors Brett Gibson and Chess Volp
shared team scoring honors for the Tigers
with II points each. Gibson had all three
of Murray's 3-point baskets, as the Tigers
shot only 3-of-15 fom behind the arc.
Joey Moehler followed with 10 points,
while Cole Hurt tossed in seven. Casey
Parker-Bell tallied four, Aaron Jones three
and Kenneth Trice and Jesse Speed two
each. R.V. Oliver and Blake McCuiston
rounded out the scoring with one each
for Murray, which completed a season
sweep of the Warriors (2-21).
The Tigers were 17-of-39 overall from
the floor, and knocked down I5-of-25
attempts from the foul line.
MHS will close out its regular-season
schedule with three straight home games,
beginning with Tuesday's 7:30 p.m.
matchup with Fulton County. Livingston
Central visits Tiger Gymnasium on Thursday before Carlisle County finishes the
slate on Friday.
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MSU rifle second at OVC's;
women's tennis victorious

Racers 585 Rider 51
litICrisIse

IIIC

LADY TIGERS LED BY
MCCLURE'S 24; TIGERS
PACED BY TANDEM OF
VOLP, GIBSON

R •X(

•Racers
From Page 7

MHS sweeps Warriors

Halftime - t4,3e, 33-27 3-Point
St
7-25
Murray
Goals -1"thersporin jr-,5 D Thomas 2-5
140440.s4-, 2 4 Horton 1-2 Carter 0-1
Rider 3-21
Wiliams 1 George
Leirinsoo 1 5 Mouton 1-6 o manspii
, 6 Warne. 0 1 Fl Thompson 0'3i
Fouled
Out - J Thompson
Rebounds - Murray St. 38 ;Williams
;2, Rider 41 2 Thompson 12, Assists
- Murray St '1 H.ortor 4, Rider 8
-H Mansell Mouton 3[ Total Fouls Murray St. 2, Rider '6 A - 1 5:1:'

home game against first-place
Austin Peay
Murray completes its rept,
lar season schedule on Satinthe
day at entlessee
final two night's tit OAT play
will determine whether or not
the Racers W1 earn a home
game in the first HrlIlld HI the
etellL e tournament. which
begins at the home sites ot the
1411 10111 Wed'. On I-eh 77
%1St . currently tied fin
1411111 Ii place with Samford. needs
Ill win both 1ll IV, games this
v4eck to sec We a home tour
nament t1,1111t1

the All-OVC First Team in smallbore with a
score of 573 out of a possible 6(X). He was
also named to the All-OVC Second Team in
air rifle with a 585 out of a possible 600.
Sophomore Bryant W'allizer was named to the
All-OVC First Team in air rifle with a 586.
In air rifle, senior Brandy Boucherie fired a
579, while junior Dan Belluzzo shot a 574. In
smalltx)re, sophomore Kevin Witbrodt fired a
566, while Wallizer shot a 562 and Belluzzo
fired a 552
Women's Tennis
Murray State swept all
ST. LOUIS. Mo.
three doubles matches and won four of six singles matches to claim a 5-2 victory over Saint
Louis University on Sunday at the Sunset Tennis Center.
MSU's three seniors played a key role in
the match. Anna and Rachael Lask picked up
a win at No. I doubles and No. 1 and No. 2
singles respectively Casady Pruitt earned a win
at No. 2 doubles and Ni'. 3 singles.
The Lady Racer, opened with three doubles
v'clones. Anna and Rachael [ask defeated Tara
Grant and Katenna Lozanova, 8-2. at No. 1
singles. Pruitt teamed with Lyndsay Ottosen to
edge Jo Becker and Ana Renda. 8-7. at No. 2
doubles Sophomore Adriana Alvarez and freshman Angela McGahee shutout Caitlin Bokulic
and Rachael McCullagh. 8-0. at No. 3 doubles.
When singles play began. Murray State's
seniors made quick work of the Billikens with
three straight set victories at the top of the
It no up
With her win. Anna 1.ask improved to 4-1
during the spring season and moved into NISU's
top 1(1 for career singles wins. The Louisville
11a(150 is tied at No. 10 with April Horning
1980-84) with 85 career singles victories.
tumor Cameron Hicks was named to

By MSU Media Relations
"lhe Murray- State rifle team placed second
at the Ohio Valley Conference Championships.
held Saturday and Sunday at Jacksonville, Ala.
The Racers now await word as to whether
they qualified for the NCAA Championships.
which will be held March 9-10 in Fairbanks.
Alaska.
At Jacksonville. The Racers had an aggregate (air ritle and smallbore scores combinedi
of 4577 out of a possible 4800 behind Jacksonville State's 2342. Tennessee-Martin's mixed
team was third at 4542. while Tennessee Tech
%as tourth with a 4528.
Morehead State's men's team was fifth at
4392. and Morehead State's women's team had
a 4119. UT-Martin's women's team, which took
part in air rifle only.. had a 2208. while Austin
Peas. which also participated in air rifle only.
had a 217).
MSU opened the Championships on Saturday with a disappointing 2253 out of a possible 2400 in smallhore. placing fourth in that
area behind Jacksonville State 12283). Martin's
inived team I 20(31 and lennessee 'Tech 12254
Morehead State', ii loll team was fifth in smallbore with a 2189. s% hilt.' %forehead's women's
team had a 2023.
The Racers bounced hack on Sunday III al1
rifle. placing second in that category with a
2324 out ot !Nissan(' 2400. 1St' had a 2347.
s mixt:kJ team was third at 2276.
while
Tennessee tech had a 2274. .fennessee-Martin's
women., tcam had a 2208. Morehead Staters
men -s team had a 2203. Austin Peay had a
217 and Morehead State -s women's team had
21
N11S(i1.

Arizona State
stuns No. 22
USC to end
15-game skid
TEMPE, An. (AP)- AnLona State forward Jeff Pendergraph was relieved when the
Sun Devils snapped a schoolrecord I5-game losing skid and already talking about starting a different kind of streak.
Pendergraph had 14 points and
15 rebounds to lead Arizona
State to a 68-58 victory over
No. 22 Southern California on
Sunday night.
"Some people might still think
we've got one, and we won't
get any more,- he said. 'That
pressure's always going to be
there. We've just got to win as
many as we can. Our goal isn't
to ju.st win one and be done.Next up is No. 19 Arizona,
which visits next Sunday. If the
Sun Devils play as well as they
did in the second half against
the Trojans, a victory over the
once-mighty Wildcats isn't out
of the question.
"We've had a group of winners here for a while," firstyear coach Herb Sendek said.
"And tonight we finally showed
it on the scoreboard. In a lot
of different ways, we have been
winning every night, and this
time we actually get one on
the scoreboard. I think it really speaks to the perseverance
and the heart of this team."

Bonds on his way, but Bernie might stay home
By The Associated Press
Bain. Bonds is headed II"
San I 1.3113
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The hype surrounding the 42sear old slugp:i
who s been

in Las Aegas toi NBA All-Star
will start
game testivities
in earnest the moment his vehicle pulls up at Scottsdale Stadium. His first workout with
the entire team is scheduled
tor Tuesday. so he doesn•I have

to come to the ballpark until
then. He wasn't even expected to get to the desert' until
late Monday.
"It'll be interesting." Giants
pitcher Matt Cain said. "He's
always tun. He brings excite-

ment to the team. He's got a
goofy comment here and there,
but it's fun to watch
Several television camera
crews began to arrive Sunday
in anticipation of Bonds' big
entrance.

Ii tie
"I knew I was going to he
the bad guy there at the end.Harvick said
Martm would have won the
race had NASCAR officials
waved the yellow flag a few
while he
seconds earlier
was still out front Instead,
Ilarvick drove by and picked
up the victory.
Martin could have been sour,
and no one would have blamed
him

But Martin got exactly what
he wanted - a shot at winning the Daytona MX).
"They gave me a chance.
Thai's all I ever asked." Martin said in his usual self-deprecating tone. "I really hate I
let them down. I gave them what
could, but I just didn't get
it done"
Considered the greatest driy er to never win a championship
and respected like few others
in the sport. Martin left Jack

Roush because the owner
wouldn't give him the flexibility he needed as he eases
into retirement.
lie took a job with upstart
Ginn Racing, driving for a Florida land developer who bought
an existing second-tier team to
satisfy- his love of NASCAR.
Bobby Ginn lured Martin to
his stable, with the promise of
a scaled-back schedule that
Martin could set.
He surprisingly put Daytona
on the list. even (hough restrictor-plate racing always has
given Martin fits.

Key Kar Rental •Daytona
From Page7

Call Pon(
1dayl

270-753-9955
Located at 4th & Sycamore, Murray, KY
Faeghn Used Cars

Ear, Nose & Throat of Murray

That nearly changed Sunday
Martin was leading N Ith IWO
Lips it) gt1 and looked like he
would hold oft Kyle Busch
But Busch started a multi-car
accident in the final turn that
left Martin with no one pushing him to the finish line
Harvick and Matt Kermit)
teamed up on the outside. allow ing Harvick to pull alongside
th,'

BETTER BUILT GARAGES, INC.
Family Owned And Operated Since 1987

Complete Ear, Nose & Throat Care

QualIty Service • Customer Satisfaction is Our Goal!
• •••
;4;1
Cali Us For A
No-Coot• No-Obligator • No Haiele• On sail Consultation Si Estimate

Including the Treatment of Hearing
Loss and Ringing in the Ears
No Referrals Required
Most Insurance Accepted

(...)113I11 \

Itr Phillip Klapper

Reverly Jones • Audiologist
Patricia Klapper RN- Hearing Aid Specialist

Physician's Hearing Center

)))

Medical Arts Building Suite 304 E
too Sotah SO) Street • Murray. KY 42071

(270)759-4811 • 1(800)291-4926
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Deluxe Models witiard siding
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Deluxe Models w/yinyl siding
• 2 CAR i125201
AR 3185201
5224
2 CAR 124524i
'44GE 2 1 2 CAR 1245301
ARGE 2 I 2 CAR 0245361
if 3 CAR 1305301

TV, radio
TODAY

58471,
S9 17;

Slog?'
$1? 47'

Vleft Us At: wwwbbgaregee.com
Slick •Stone•Hardwood Covering Also Available
Serving Western Kentucky, Western Tennessee, Southern Illinois
Financing Available.0% Down, Low Monthly Payments
st
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MEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
6 p.m.
ESPN - V,Sanova at Man:tonne
6 p.m.
ESPN - Kansas at Kansas St
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DEADLINES
Monday
Smart Serer
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
FrIday —
Saturday

Fri 11 am.
Fn. 11 amt.
Mel 1 p.m.
Yon. 5 p.m.
Wed. 1 p.m.
- Thur 11 a.m.
Thur 1 p.m.
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t stanrreak.
Ills and
rizona
over
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..21.71WW100.

State Laws turbid discriminanon in the sale, rental or adverof real estate based on factors in addition to those pro
tested under federal law
Se w knosengly accept any advertsmg tor real estate
which is nut in violence of the law All persons are hereby
mlornwd that all dwellings advertised are available on an
equal opportunity haus
Fur turther assistance with Fair
Housing Advertismg requirements,
contact NAA Counsel Rene P Attlarn,
(703)648-1000
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abbe Home Les For Set,
Mobile Homes For Sals
Mabee Hones For Fen
Mobile Nome Lola For nerd
Business Rantma
Acetone** For Res
Rooms Fat Reni
Hours For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commerce Property
Pets & &WISP
Suppliei
1_0.51001t
Public Sere
Land For Rent or Lassa
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WE NEED YOUR HELP!!!
s ouse an a
ynn • c
were
tent, at 495 Roberts Lane
destroyed by a tire on Sunday, Feb. 11,
2(X)7. She greatly needs your help to
recover from this tragic event as she had
no insurance. Any donations or contributions would he greatly appreciated.
Donations can be sent directly to
R1, Puckett at:
1158 Coles Campground Rd.
Murray, KY 42071
other contributions please call

060

060

430 RINI Lams
435 Lake Property
440 Lots For Sale
445 Lots For Rent
450 Fenno For Sale
455 Acreage
460 home For See
470 Motorcycles 4 ATV
480 Auto Pans
465 Sport Utility vertices
490 Used Cars
495 Vans
500 Used Trucks
510 Campers
520 BoatsS Motors
530 Services(Mowed
560 Free Caturrin
5717 Tobacco Supplier
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$8.25 Column Inch, AO% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Ferro.' t
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monda (Sho -ing Guide)
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$8.25 First Day -20 words or less
Over 20 wards $34) each
Additiorql Consecutive Days: 5.11 per word per day.
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si 00 extra for blind box ads
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GlenDi Inc.
Murray, KY

Now Taking Applications for:
Full/Part time truck drivers
with Class A CDL
Good Pay
Paid Holidays!Paid Vacation
Health Ins./Retirement Plan
Home Time
Quarterly Safety Bonus
Also needing
Owner Operators

FLOWER shop invenfixtures
tory
&
Everything from silks to
walk-in cooler Serious
inquiries call
270-293-9294

Phone 270-759-5540
Monday thru Friday
9:00 AM to 4:00 PM
Oral & Maxillofacial
*Good commwiication skills required
*Warm. caring, responsible individual desired
*Must be a team player
*Dental office expenence preferred
*Will work in the Murray. KY and Union City.

Law Office of

STEVE VIDMER

TN offices

General Practice of I.au Includ*.
.NKRUKA ASSISTANCE:
13-1
CHAPTERS 7 &13
CRIMINAL DEFENSE

Send resumes to the Office Manager:
300 South 8th Street " Suite 100
Murray, KY 42071

DIVORCE/CUSTODY
PROBATE

Check out the classifieds at
www.murrayledger.corn

753-1752

Help Wanted

Legal
Notice

Due to the
non-payment of
rent, a
PUBLIC AUCTION
will be held on
Saturday.
February 24 at
9AM.
AAA Mini Storage
1502 Diuguid Dr.
Units 22. 23, 31,
107, 119

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

1,47$,4;4 57444,
weddings/seniors
Since 1989

270-753-1001
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
Persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibrlity whatsoever for their
activities

FOUND in downtown
Hazel- small Spaniel
mix, female, long reddish-brown hair. Well
cared for, no collar, no
tag. Must identify
270-753-1588

EnHelp

Wailed

AVON choose you
hours & your income
We have benefits
JOIN TODAY and get a
FREE GIFT
or
1-888-570-6498
270-761-3878
Cabinet
CUSTOM
shop is seeking qualiindividuals.
fied
Applicants must be
honest, dependable
and able to lift heavy
objects. Woodworking
knowledge preferred
but will train.
270-759-9672
DAYS Inn Now hiring
housekeepers. Apply in
person 8:00 a.m.- 3:00
p.m. 517 S. 12111
Street.
Printer
DIGITAL
Operator needed for
2nd shift with a growing
small business. 30
hours per week to start
with expected increase
to 40 hours per week.
This is a full-time position with benefits 4B1Pr
lOPM Monday through
some
with
Friday
weekends Computer
experience required
Send resume and letter
to
application
of
Automated Direct Mail,
1410 North 12th St.
Suite G. Murray, KY
42071
DO you love working
with kids?
Wee Care Enterpnses
may be lust the place
for you!
Apply at
Martial Arts America
1413 Olive Blvd
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-6111
ELECTRICIAN needed Minimum KY electncal license arid transportation required Call
293-8449
JANITORIAL/HOUSEposition
KEEPING
available. Full time with
benefits Call
270-444-6472
Part-time, will train.
Murray Sewing Center.
Bet-air Shopping
Center 759-8400

CddltAllefd
MOM COMPUTERS
As Certified Technician
Service/ repairs
759.3556

EMPLOYMENT
Specialist
needed for individuals
with disabilities in
Marshall County and
surrounding counties.
Responsibilities
include case management, marketing, and
job training. Bachelor
Degree and/or expenence preferred. Please
submit resume to
Easter Seals West
Kentucky Employment
Connections 801 North
29th Street Paducah,
KY 42001
Fax (270)444-0655
Foster Parents
Needed. $35/day to
help a child in need
with excellent foster
parent support, 24
hour cnsis intervention,
and weekly in home
support. Call NECCO
at 866-306-3226 or
270-898-1293.
LPN needed for docSend
office
tor's
resume to P.O. Box
1040-E, Murray, KY
42071
NURSE Practitioner
Physician's
Of
Assistant (must be
certifiedilicensed).
Position available with
Wound Care Clinic in
Paris. TN. Flexible
hours, pleasant office
environment.
Candidates please mail
a cover letter and
resume with relevant
work history to WCC,
Flowering
1385-0
Lane,
Dogwood
Dyersburg, TN 38024.
E-mail- woundcarediniceyahoo.com or fax
(731)287-7373
RANDY Thornton Co.
Inc established in 1937
seeking Service
Technicians
Minimum 3 years
expenence in commercial & residential
HVAC. Tools required.
Excellent salary. benefits and retirement
package Send
resume to 802
Chestnut
St Murray, KY 42071

REWARDING Career
Opportunity.
Professional sales
position with excellent
income potential for a
self-motivated, hardworking team player.
Excellent fringe benefits. Complete training
provided. Bnng
resume to: Fleming
Furniture. 3060 Hwy.
641N., Murray, KY
4207 i.
SALES AND
MARKETING
DIRECTOR
Marketing degree preferred, must be knowledgeable in golf,
Microsoft Word,
Powerpoint. Excel and
Internet. Salary negotiable based on technical education and job
experience. Fax
resume to: (731)6441386 or call (731)7070539 for lob interview

Sales Manager
Field TrainerTrainee
for our W.
Kentucky Region
Must be a leader
who can
communicate well
with others
Excellent
compensation plan
For confidential
interview, call
Mason at.
1-618-789-1805

WE'RE Growing!! Now
taking applications for
and
Service
Food
Care
Resident
Assistants Must enjoy
working with senior
adults and as a part of
a great team! Apply at
Glendale Place. 905
Glendale Road

e

k.Mews

CLEANING houses is
Call
business
my
Linda H 759-9553

Complete Formal Wear Headquarters

INSURANCE
Lou V. McGary
Does Your Policy Pay 100`k of
the Deductibles?
MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

rinnin /St MRJS
lele-3514757

Murray, KY 42071
1370,75C-5M

All OfelllilOCI "frasiportation • Airport heroic* • Certified Drivers

You are responsible for the deductible that
Medicare does not pay $992 on Part A. $131 on
Part B Call me for more information
FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS

753-7890 • 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

140
Want to Buy
ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
GOOD used refrigerators, electric ranges.
gas heaters, air condibaseboard
tioners,
heaters. Used carpeting. 753-4109
JUNK cars 8. trucks.
Call Larry 753-3633.
WANTED: Scrap cars
Paying $140 per ton
753-5500
WASTE oil wanted
Will pick up.
Drum exchange.
Miller D. Farms LLC
(270)436-2215
WOULD like to buy 1 or
2 acres of land with no
10 miles
restrictions
from city limits
270-978-2762,
1-502-413-5636

Save Money On Your
Medicare Supplement Premiums!
Call exiay- tor premium price. and financial
ratings for all companies offering Medicare
Supplements in Kentucky.
4'hoice of doctors & hospitals
•All deductibles & co-insurance fully paid
'You pay nothing on Medicare apprised
treatments
•No claim filing on your part
270-753-1348
I-800-800-0742
Prism Senior Services

Commercial Waste
Disposal
All Types of Refuse Service

isk 1400-585-6033

15" saddle Six months
old. $375
270-227-9827
92 Cougar, V-8, tach,
sun-roof, new transmission, A/C, tires.
loaded $2,575 0130
Washer 753-4109
prom
CINDERELLA
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow, 1 size 8 blue. $150
each, 270-492-8614
CINGULAR cell
phones
Direct TV & Dish
Network Satellite TV.
Local people, cornpetitve prices. Wood
Electronics Court
Square
Murray 753-0530

at 753-1916
and place your ad today!

150

WANTED Responsible
party to take on small
monthly payments on
High Definition Big
Screen TV
1-800-398-39-0

Appliances

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS
On the Square Murray

(270)753-1713
160
Home Furnishings
COUCH & Loveseat.
blue. $200.00
489-2175

ENCLOSED trailer,
7x14, ramp door
$3.750 753-1816
FREE
DISH Network 4-room
system.
Satellite
America's Top 60 chanonly
for
nels
$19.99/mo. Get your
HBO.
of
choice
Cinemax, Starz. or
Showtime FREE for 3
months. FREE DVR or
HD upgrade. Beasley
Antenna & Satellite.
759-0901
HD Televisions
by Olympic
Come
Plaza. Murray to see
our large selection of
Televisions,
HD
Plasma, LCD. DLP, &
by:
Brands
CRTs
Toshiba, Sony, LG,
Zenith. & JVC. We also
have a large selection
of entertainment cencarts_
ters & TV
Beasley TV 759-0901
JET 3 Ultra power
chair Almost newl We
also have other mobility power chairs and
scooters in stock at
prices.
reasonable
$2,000.
to
$400
(270)753-7113
U.S Silver dollars and
silver certificates Must
self 293-6999

Premier
walk-in bath
6 months old
$3,000 OBO
Paid $6,700
489-2145

— PREPLANNING —
Dallas W'illoughby
Pre-Arrangement Spectalt•I
Avoid inflationary cost
Lock in price; single pay or
payment plan.
Set up Pre-Thana Trust

Antiques

270
Mobile Homes For Sale
2BR on 1/2 acre
enced in lot. 3-1/2
town.
from
miles
$11,500. 753-6012
'98 Chandelur 16x80
4BR 2BA, all appliances. CliA. factory
fireplace and stereo
Very clean. $18.500
Will rent lot to the nght
person. 227-3515

=MI

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
201 S. 3rd • Murray, 10 42071
lerry
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Appliance
& Electrical Repair
Hazel, KY 42049

Call Jill Stephens or Julie Brown

Articles
For Sale
Articies
For Sala
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Fenn Equipment
Henry Equipment
Spore Equipment
Firewood

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.• Fax: 753-1927
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Murray Ledger & limes Ian Moues% Act Neese
All real estate eiverused herein IS subeect tu tlw federal Farr
Housing Act, which makes it illegal to advertise any preference, limitation or docrurunation based in race, ivlot
vex, handicap, familial status or rational ongm, or
intention to make any such prehonoci. linutabons or Ms-

-226-9398
492-8191
TN Ls 858393• KY UcICE60221 ME9837
Serving West KY & West TN For 23 Years

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray. KY 421171

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
One and Tv.° Bedroom Apartment,.
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Application,

Office Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

AWESOME 5BR 3BA
with huge living room &
kitchen!! Price reduced
to will' Call now!!
731-584-9429
GOT LAND° ZERO
DOWN!! Bring your
deed & pick out your
home today!!! Owner
financing!!
731-584-9430

•-•-npuroiMe.egermunt. LLC

Mobile Home Lots For Rent

One and tvk o bedroom apartments available.
All appliance. furnished. Water. sewer. trash.
and cable TV included in rent. Security
deposit required. One year lease. NO PETS'

$110 per month. Newe
homes only. 492-8488

270-767-9111
ww.murraykyapartments.com

ANTIQUE bed for sale
$650 270-227-9827
190

42" Pony with cart
2006 Case IH 0-40
2006 Bush Hog Loader
2006 Bush Hog 72'
cutter. 2006 Bush Hog
72" tiller 270-753-5959

FIREWOOD for sale
$50 a nck delivered
436-2619

1995 16x80 38R 2BA
moved
be
Must
$16,000 753-5998
2 brand new mobile
homes on lots, movein ready, Almo area,
(1) 60x28 ft doublewide,(1) 76x16 singlewide Call
(270) 293-5914
2006 MODEL CLOSEOUT!!! SWs & DWsll!
These home have go
Pnces
go!l!
to
slashed!"
731-584-9109
2BR with attached
carport, washer dryer,
stove. refrigerator and
sofa bed $2.500 obe
Call 753-9441 or
210-8464

1 & 2 bdr apts No pets
Leave a message
270-753-1970
1 OR 2br apts. near
Murray
downtown
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109.
1BR IBA 1-1/2 blocks
from MSLI. $195 plus
pets.
No
deposit.
References required
759-0632 after 5.
1BR apt Partial utilities, $215 plus deposit
753-2934
1BR near MSU, other
locations available.
appliances Coleman
RE 753-9898
1BR, low utilities. $245
a month, no pets
required
Reference
753-3949
2BR apartments available. Great location. 1
year lease, 1 month
deposit, no pets.
753-2905
2BR duplex. nice.
C/H/A, appliances fur
rushed. Venous locations. Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR near MSU, C/H/A,
appliances Coleman
RE 753-9898
LIKE new. 1BR apt, all
appliances. Brooklyn
Dr 270-435-4382 or
leave message

4613 2BA, all appli
ances, central HA. Ask
about move-in free
Coleman RE
days
753-9898

LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $29000
28R $340 00
3BR $425.00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fn
Call today for appointment
753-6221
NOW LEASING
1,2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday. Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD 81-800-648-6056
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR $325
2813 $375
Call Todayl
753-8666.

••••••

UNFURNISHED 1-BR
close to campus, ideal
for one person, no
pets. available January
3rd 753-5980

NICE 1BR available
$230 month N 20th
St 270-839-8465
340
Houses For Rent
2BR house. lease &
deposit required
270-753-4109
2BR lake front property
with deep water dock
$750 month 759-9046
436-5258
2BR, stove refrigerator.
dishwasher,
washer/dryer hook-up
C/11,IA $550 month. 1
year lease, 1 month
deposit No pets
753.22590, 527-8174
3BR foreclosure Buy
for only $19.765 For
listings 800-560-1951
ext S021
3BR. 1BA
Rent or Rent To Own
$600/PAo
Appliances Included'
Close to campus
761 HOME

••••

CLASSIFIEDS

• ii • NIonday, Pebrutary 19, 2007

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE

Al I ORDA131.1
ionic Repair

Size Units
Available
*Now Have
Climate Control

Sagging floors to
leaking roofs_
We do it all.
Call Cireg Collins

211.3-41954
436-2867 Lambs
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree

753-3853

•emoval etc insured
340
Houses For Rent

436-5141 A-AFFORD35 Acres w. 1(2 mile of
rd front on the corner
of hwy 80 & 1346 87
miles from 641 & 4
miles from Kenlake
Call 753-1123 evt 120
for details
have buyers for hunt
.rig land
Call Larry Newtor
Campbell Realty
2101978- 1172

1HA

360

S•orage Rentals

460
Horne. For Sale

ititt .'HA ourtry
OW OPEN:
BOCCESS
11N1 STORAGE

O

ABLE Hauling Clean
Out garages, gutters
junk & tree work
A I Stump Removal
ully insured
437 3044
ALL CARPENTRY

Remodeling additions
pi,ruhes decks sun
rirLiffris sir yl siding.
mobile home repair.
sagging floors termite
S water damage Larry
Nimmo (2701753-9372
Or 1270i753 0353
APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS

7 69 dues
Dr Douglas
F
it s,,,

2701 293 8726 OR
759 5534
Chuck Vitfl

• •
irk
0E4( t (1`11,ki
I

G&C
I ORAGE and
PROPANE

BACKHOE &
TRUCKING

ROY HILL
• vster

F ,r

r

F fi()
4 EiF1 „'

Dozer work & Track
hoe

270-43(i-5496
270-293-6906

PPE-MIER
%ANIS I()H ACJE

house team of strength and ingenuity working in your favor.
Often, when you think of a daydream. It becomes a reality. You
might he surprised by your ability to materialize your desires
this year Lady Luck helps you
along, but so does your willingness to ask questions and netv•ork Share your dreams more
often If you are single, a friendship might develop into a very
ial bond. Let it happen. You
actually might have quite a set of
suitors to choose from. Have
fun' If y ou are attached, you will
het mite more of a team through
mine public interactions, time
v.ith your friends and sharing
sour goals. ARILS always has to
put in his two cents
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day Vou'll Have: 5-Dynamic.
l'ositise

A-Aserage, 2-So-so,

I DItti,tilt
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
***** You might be filled with
and
vivaciousness_
energy
Sometimes spontaneity is the
best and only way tQ, go. You
don t need to go overboard: you
have a strong sense of when you
need to pull back Tonight.
Whatever puts a smile on your
face

iihi IiFmr rug

urrifir yrri,r1 larnir dr.?.
' irdwoi,(1 arid

1ALS

for
BIRTHDAY
HAPPY
Tuesday, Feb. 20, 2007:
This year you have the power-
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Gary Hohman, parks and recreation director of Murray-Calloway
County Parks, announced his retirement as of May 1 after 27 years
of service at a meeting of the
Murray City Council.
Lou Ann Philpot of Murray, a
quilter for 20 years, will present
a program on "Quilting" at the
luncheon meeting of Murray Christian Women's Club at Seven Seas
Restaurant.
Murray State University Racers won 82-65 and the Lady Racers won 82-70 in basketball games
with the Morehead Eagles. High
scorers for Murray were Deteri
Mayes and Stephanie Minor.
Births reported include a boy
to Tom and Apnl Dunn, Dec. 22,
and a boy to Danny and Devry
Lamb, Jan. 18.
20 years ago
A crowd of 250 gathered at
Murray State University Curtis
Center to toast, roast and play a
warm tribute to Jim Garrison, past
president of Ryan Milk Company with Calloway County Attorney Robert 0. Miller presiding.
Murray State University Racers lost 89-69 and Lady Racers
lost 84-75 in basketball games
with Tennessee Tech Golden
Eagles. High scorers for Murray
were Jeff Martin and Sheila Smith.
Calloway County High School
Lakers won 64-62 over Union
County in a basketball game. High
scorer for the Lakers was Scott
Nix.
Births reported include a girl
10 Teresa and Ernest Peck, Feb.
16
30 years ago
Bill Kopperud of Murray has
been named chairman of the fundraising drive for the Murray Boy
outs
Murray High School Lady
ricers won 53-51 over Marshall

County Lady Marshals in a basketball game. High team scorers
were Denise Biunphis for Murray and Young for Marshall.
Births repotted include a girl
to Mr. and Mn. Richard Bruske,
Feb. 9; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Tom Valentine, Feb. 10; a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Larry McDowell, Feb.
II; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Billy
Rollins, Feb. 12.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Williams
will be married 50 years Feb. 20.

40 years ago
Murray Lions Club held its
Valentine party at the Murray
Woman's Club house. Wives of
the Lions were guests. Music was
by Mrs. John Ed Scott, Mrs.
Robert 0. Miller and Mrs. William
Furgerson.
Robert Lowe received his Eagle
badge, highest honor in Boy Scouting, at a court of honor held at
First United Methodist Church.
He is a member of Boy Scout Troop
45. Scoutmaster Donald Burchfield made the presentation.
Mrs. Harlan Hodges gave a
review of the book, -The Lovely Ambition" by Mary Ellen Chase,
at a meeting of the Home Department of the Murray Woman's
Club.
50 years ago
Snow was falling thick and
fast this morning in Murray with
the mixture of sleet and snow
sticking to the ground.
Recent births reeprted at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. William Whitley, a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Edwards,
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. J. Terry
Cavitt and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Noah Edwards.
Mrs. Arlo Spninger and Mrs.
Mavis Jones presented a lesson
on "Making Draperies" at a meeting of the East Side Homemakers Club held at the home of
Mrs. G.B. Jones.

Todayinllistory
Its "the Associated Press
today is Monday. Feb. 19. the
50th day of 2007. There are 315
days lett in the year. This is Presidents' Day
.Foday's Highlight in History:
On Feb. 19. 1945. during World
War II. some 30.000 U.S. Marines
began landing on Iwo Jima, where
they commenced a month-long
battle to seue control of the island
from Japanese tutees.
On this date:
In 1803. Congress voted to

El.
12\13

accept Ohio's borders and constitution.
In 1807, former Vice President
Aaron Burr, accused of treason,
was arrested in the Mississippi
Territory, in present-day Alabama.
(Burr was acquitted at trial.)
In 1846_ the Texas state government was formally installed in
Austin, with J. Pinckney Henderson taking the oath of office as
governor.
In
1878. Thomas Edison
received a U.S. patent for "an
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No-no on the
nose-hair tweezing

Wedding isn't right time
for brothers to reconcile
What do you think? -- GERALD IN SAN FRANCISCO
DEAR GERALD: A wedding is the joining together of
a couple who hope to spend

DEAR DR. GOTT: I have
been plucking my nose hair with
tweezers for years. My brother
just told me that you can get an
infection that leads to the brain
and you can die. Is this true?
the rest of their lives commitDEAR READER: When a hair
ted to each other. It is NOT a
is plucked, the tiny hole left in
time for feuding brothers to
the skin can
with hostili- attempt a reconciliation, which
become
ty and dis- could be distracting for all coninfected easitance.
cerned. If you plan to patch
ly, especially
Five things up with your sibling, do
if the nostrils
years have it before the wedding or don't
are involved.
gone by, and invite him.
Although
•••
we now live
your brother
apart. HowDEAR ABBY: Is it approiscorrectdiw
ever,
the priate for a couple living togetha facial infecfeelings of er -- "Carrie" is a widow and
can
tion
hurt
spread inward
still "Jake" is divorced -- to wear
and inflame
remain' -- wedding bands on the ring finBy
the
brain.
and in fact gers of their left hands? They
By Abigail
Gott such a disasPeter
Dr.
have intensi- say they are "married in their
Van Buren
trous consequence is extremely
fied. Recent- hearts' and cannot many legalrare.
ly I wrote a letter to him express- ly for financial reasons.
Nonetheless, I suggest that you
ing my anger about the past,
My husband and I feel that
forget the tweezers and rely soleand he cut me off permanent- the wearing of wedding bands
ly on scissors to trim your nose
without following the rules of
ly.
hair.
We both understand that we marriage (i.e., a ceremony conDEAR DR. GOTT: I underneeded to separate and how ducted by a person licensed to
went cholecystectomy Igallbladunfortunate it was that it hap- marry and the receiving of a
der removal) at 28 years of age.
pened with a tot of anger and legal document) diminishes the
Ten years later, 1 began to expeauthenticity
of
our
resentment. However,
am sanctity and
rience attacks of excruciating frontbeing married this summer and own wedding bands and those
to-back pain just below the breast
am unable to decide if I should of all others who are legally
bone. I underwent cardiac testing
invite him to the wedding. On married. -- JEAN IN LOS
and gastro X-rays — nothing. The
the one hand, I don't want to GATOS, CALIF.
attacks were infrequent but intense.
DEAR JEAN: Couples who
create another wound, but on
When I was 52. I experienced
the other, it feels as if we have find themselves in the situaan attack while grocery shopping.
:
finally broken free, and it is tion of the couple you have
I was barely able to get the glo
ceries into the car. and begin to
time to move on and respect described sometimes discuss it
drive home. After a few blocks.
with their clergyperson and
his wish to be rid of me.
I was unable to drive further safeI am actually relieved that exchange vows so they can be
ly and pulled over. Until then, I
the end has finally come. The "married in the eyes of God."
had been afraid to take anything
truth is, I'm not even sure if Because Carrie and Jake's marby mouth for fear of vomiting or
I want him there. But the rest ital situation bothers you so
making the situation worse.
of our family probably will. much, why don't you mention
In agony, I reached into the back
this to them?
seat for some lemon-lime pop I
After that, however, I would
had purchased and decided to take
urge you to devote your attena chance to see if the carbonaimprovement in phonograph or
tion to your own marriage,
tion would help. I took several
speaking machines."
because how others choose to
large gulps and produced the kind
In 1881, Kansas prohibited the
conduct their lives is no reflecmanufacture and sale of alcoholic
tion on the sanctity and authenbeverages.
ticity of your wedding bands In 1942, Japanese warplanes,
and frankly, it's none of your
attacking in two waves, raided the
business.
Australian city of Darwin; at least
East dealer.
East-West vulnerable.
243 people were killed.
NORTH
In 1959, an agreement was
DEAR ABBY: My precious
4A Q4
signed by Britain, Turkey and
daddy died of cancer seven years
IPAKQS
Greece granting Cyprus its indeago. My problem is. Mother
•K 6
pendence.
has never laid him to rest. She
•A 91,
EAST
WEST
keeps his ashes in her dirty
ISK 98 5
4 10 76
garage. She says it's because
113 7 6 2
V108 4
he wanted all three of us chil•9
•I0 8 4 "( 2
dren to be together when his
•Q7
410 5 4 3
PRACTICING
ashes were scattered -- but my
YOUR FANCi
•J 32
CAsrr
Sl6NATURE?
brother lives 1,000 miles away
II9
WAITTD 960
hasn't been able to get
and
•AQJ 75
SONETVING
back home.
flAK J 8 2
I have tried talking to Mom, The bidding:
North
West
South
East
reasoning with her, even sug2 TIT
1•
Pass
Pass
gesting she drive off one day
4 NT
2 NT
Pass
Pass
and do it by herself if it would
5•
Pass
5N
Pass
6•
Pass
6 NT
Pass
make her feel better. Still nothsix of spades.
Opening lead
ing! Isn't this disrespectful? Dad

DEAR ABBY: My brother
and I are one year apart and
grew up practically as twins.
We buried our mother and
bought some land together.
Then, in our late 20s, my brother met and married a woman.
We still lived together, only

Dr. Gott

Dear Abby

of belch that young male beer
drinkers are so fond of -- and
experienced immediate relief'
From lacerating pain to complete
comfort in 10 seconds!
I am now 73 years old. I still
experience the warning signals of
an impending attack, but I always
have carbonated beverages at hand
(any flavor, any brand). I have
never again experienced a fullblown attack. I always give this
account to physicians 1 have seen
over the years. but they seem
unimpressed. Perhaps my expenence could help some of your
other readers.
DEAR READER: It appears
that your chest pain was caused
by excessive gas buildup with
subsequent stretching of your stomach. The carbonation in soda made
-bigger bubbles" that could be
expelled easily. Continue your
-therapy" as needed.
To give you related information, I am sending you a copy
of my Health Report "Coronary
Artery Disease." Other readers who
would like a copy should send a
long,self-addressed, stamped envelope and $2 to Newsletter, PO
Box 167, Wickliffe, OH 44092.
Be sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GO1T: We have
a handicapped son. His doctor has
him on Metamucil, 1 teaspoon three
times daily, for constipation. Would
you approve of that or do you
think it's more than necessary?
In addition, he takes one Claritin a day all year long for allergies. Please give us Your opinion
on that also.
DEAR READER: To my
knowledge, the chronic use of
Metamucil for constipation is
harmless. Similarly, daily Claritin
should be safe_ However, fojlow
the suggestions of you son's physician, because he or she is the
professional most familiar with
your son's medical issues.
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deserves better, but she refuses to let him go. -- STYMIED
IN SACRAMENTO
DEAR STYMIED: Your
mother's inability to let go of
your father's ashes is not as
unusual as you think. Consider this: Your father is in heaven. The ashes in the garage
are but the remains of his discarded earthly shell. If enough
time elapses, you can scatter
your parents ashes together.

Strange things sometimes happen
in world championships. Consider
this deal from the 1972 Olympiad
where Italian stars Walter Avarelli
and Giorgio Belladonna got to six
notrump against France.
Belladonna, South, followed km
from dummy on the spade lead. Last
winning the tnck with the king and
returning a spade to the queen. To
Belldonria, there didn't seem to be
much to the rest ofthe play. but when

he next led the king and another diamond to the ace, the diamonds turned
out to be divided 5-1_
Undaunted, Belladonna cashed
the Q-J of diamonds and ace of
spades, producing this position:
North
'IPAKQS
•A9
Emit
West
11.1 7 6 2
V 10 8 4
•10
4.10 5
4Q7
South
•9
•7
4K 1 82
The A-K-Q of hearts were nest
cashed, declarer discarding a club
and a diamond. The A-9 of clubs
were then played. When East followed with the ten, Belladonna had
to decide whether to finesse the jack
or play the king. As usual, he guessed
correctly, going up with the king to
make the slam.
Unfortunately, Belladonna's fine
effort proved to be totally wasted!
Soon afterward, it was discovered
that the hand had been brought to his
table in error from the women's
championship being conducted
simultaneously nearby. So Belladonna's result did not count - hut
he might have been well rewarded
for his effort had he been playing in
thewomen'sevent!
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1 Pleasure trip
6 Eyewash acid
11 First first lady
12 Insulation
mess (hyph
14 Basilica area
15 Tuna habitat
17 Numeral on a
sundial
18 Chinese
chairman
19 Movie computer
20 Application
21 She taught
In Siam
23 Walk barefoot
24 Follow
the recipe
25 Rendezvous
27 Economy-size
28 Commercial
30 Sculpture or
music
31 Albert
32 Plural ending
33 None too bright
35 1492 ship
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--=140W CAN WE KNOW IF OUR
BROTHER 15 GETTING BETTER IF
NO ONE TELLS 1/5 ANYTHING'?

I THINK I'LL
60 HANG AROUND
THE FRONT DESK..
MAYBE I'LL HEAR
SOMETHING..

THE NURSE 15 140/1146 TROUBLE
WITH HER BOYFRIENDANO THE
DOCTOR 15 GOING TO SWITCH
TO A METAL SEVEN-W000!

36 Shouts
at a bultfight
37 Law, to Caesar
38 Demolish
42 Wish undone
43 - step further
44 Life of the party
45 Magazine exec
46 Egg protector
48 Fundraiser,
often
49 Hardly ever
51 Is of benefit
53 Dorm room
items
54 Corrodes
DOWN
1 Where Fuji is
2 Fire chiefs
suspicion
3 Pass near
Pikes Peak
4 Granite St
5 Cosmic force
6 Cover with
crumbs
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7 Almond
shaped
8 Oversaw
9 Prairie Sr
10 Style
of cooking

11 Doll's cry
13 Tries extra
hard
16 Make small
talk
20 Ms. Hagen
of films
22 Pile up
23 Kitty, maybe
24 Shankar's
strings
26 Afore
27 Thug's piece
28 Delights in
29 Misled
31 Slangy refusal
34 Maiden-name
indicator
35 Groovy
37 Garden soils
39 Be in store for
40 Belly dance
clackers
41 Timetable info
43 Feel empathy
46 LP successors
47 Corn serving
48 Helium or
nitrogen
50 French article
52 Dela -
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JACKETS
National FFA Week - February 17-24, 2007

Alex Norswerthy, Courtney Fuqua, Rachel Talent and Lauren Harlan are pictured with their tro/,tiy utter capturing the Kentucky FFA Horse Judging State Champioiiship. This was the sec, d year in a row that Calloway County has won the state trophy

Calloway County FFA Officers, from left, are Reporter: Patrick Wyatt, Trea;
surer: Cassie Hendon, Vice-President: Rachel Talent, President: Jackie Thomas
Secretary: Kelsey Watson, and Sentinel: Trent Murdock.
Thomas, a senior, daughter of Steve and Joanna Thomas has competed at th
state level in soil judging, has won the field day auctioneering, won dairy
impromptu, and was a member of the regional winning ag sales team. Her
Supervised Agriculture Experience Project (SAEP) has ranged from specialty
crops with grapes, to forage production. Thomas plans to attend MSU and
major in agriculture education.
Talent, a junior, daughter of Ron and Connie Talent was a member of the
state winning horse judging team and competes in extemporaneous speaking.
She has a horse SAEP and enjoys competing in Quarter Horse shows. Talent
plans to attend MSU and major in pre-pharmacy.
Watson, a junior, daughter of Dave and Lesa Watson has an extensive SAEP
erliors Darren Jackson and Wesley Steele are shown stripping tobacco. This was one of the
a flock of 65 head of sheep that she raises, shows and markets. She has
with
activities in their Supervised Agriculture Experience (SAE) for the 2006 car.
competed successfully in sheep impromptu speaking. Watson plans to attend
MSU and major in ag business/pre-law and pursue a law degree at the University of Louisville.
Hendon, a junior, daughter of Billy and Barbara Hendon has competed successfully in livestock judging, ag sales contest, and beef impromptu speaking.
She helps with her family beef operation and has a show heifer of her own.
Hendon plans to attend MSU and major in agriculture education.
Wyatt: a junior. son of Scott and Patrice Wyatt competed on the Regional
winning Ag. Saks Team and participates in speaking contests. His SAEP is centered on his own sard mowing/landscaping business. Wyatt is undecided in his
major.
Murdock. a senior, son of Ray and Linda Murdock has been successful in
the tobacco judging contests. His SAEP is crop production, and he helps in
several areas on the family farm. Murdock plans to attend MSU and concentrate in the area of agronomy.

FFA members Alvssa McGinnis and Rachel Talent are shown
working at the (:t'err. Tree in Murray as they prepare to compete in the K(- turky State Fair FFA Floriculture Contest The
1, , 1P,I Dustin Black and Jacob Benke The team
team alsri
the state
placed se', • 1

We are proud
to support FFA

.1111110

tit

jf rrA •-tnert
,
,ter Samantha Bucy is shown reading
Jt.et
Bears took 'Trouble With Money' to North
Be,er-s!a
E
caLelerts a! their Fall Family Reading Night This
A tr.e state 'Unite to Read- campaign
was

FFA members Alvssa McGinnis. Rachel Talent, Courtney
Fuqua and Jackie Thomas are shown working on the 2006
F rA Scrapbook

Information &
Photographs
provided by
Calloway
County High
School FFA

Calloway County High School's FFA Chapter had 14 students attend the Kentucky FFA
Leadership Training Center this past June. Students pictured include: Dustin Black, Jeremy
Miller, Courtney Fuqua, Camille Sharp, Melinda Jemigan, Josh Stewart, Patrick Wyatt, Josh
•
Reynolds, Kelsey Watson, Cassie Hendon, Trent Murdock and Rachel Talent.

FFA member Kelsie Greer, a junior, is pictured with two of her
horses that make up a portion of her Supervised Agriculture
Experience (SAE) project.

Former FFA Advisor Larry Gilbert and Jamie Potts are shown
joining former FFA Presidents Billy Hendon, Danny Kingins,
Phil McCallon, Kent McCuiston, and Keith Hays as they rem-

inisce and look through some scrapbooks from their days in
FFA at Calloway County High School.
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